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Wage increase leaves staff in a lurch
New contract will put Cal State employees further behind in cost of living

jill Koelling

Cheryl Martini, Greg Granoff, and Barbara Cline, HSU music department staff are
three people affected by the proposed wage increase.

Torrin Hults

__ ROR
Jason

Hardin

and

his

wife

Sarah

recently

bought

a

house big enough for a family. But, ironically, they don't
make-enough money to raise children.
Hardin is a staff member for Humboldt State working
as an analyst programmer. He helps to keep web-mail, web

service ratses.

HSU belongs to
Lawrence Williams’
attending statewide
union chapters, one
“{Chancellor

registration and administrative computer programs up and

running. In order to buy a new house, he and his wife went
to her grandparents for a loan. Without their help and a
generous interest rate, they couldn't have bought their
McKinleyville home.
“It’s a home we can raise children in, but now we can't
afford to have children,” Hardin said. After their mortgage
and various bills are paid, they only have about $300 left
for essentials like food, clothing and gas. Hardin is just one

of many staff members in the California State University
system not paid enough to cover the cost of living.
Cal State staff is currently paid 17 percent below the
cost of living and if they accept a new three-year contract
they will be even further behind, said the Cal State Em
ployees Union.
Greg Granoff, a technician for the HSU music depart
ment said that the 17 percent below the cost of living that
the staff is paid is ridiculous. “No one should have to ac
cept that,” Granoff said. “Not when the administration is
getting regular pay increases.”
“I’m not starving, but I can see my earning power erod
ed away,’ he said.
The union, which staff belongs to, extended their con
tract on a month-to-month basis after its expiration on
June 30. The Cal State Board of ‘Trustees is negotiating a
new contract with the union they have negotiated since
January. ‘The board offered a 3 percent pay raise this bud
get year, and for the next two years as total compensation
for cost of living. Compensation money is divided to cover
general salary increases, service salary increases and other

Oe

union chapter 301. Chapter President
duties include administrating 301 and
meetings of the union. There are 23
for each campus, he said.

Reed]

is trying to dump

all the various

compensations into one pool of 3 percent,” Williams said.
While it may look like staff members are getting a 3 percent raise, it’s actually much less per person, he said. A general salary increase is a raise to all staff, but since the money goes into other increases, each staff member receives
less than 3 percent.
Judith Wyland, the Cal State Bargaining Unit Seven
representative, said there is no way to get steady increases in pay. Unit seven staff of the union are responsible for
administrative

support.

As

a unit

seven

representative,

Wyland keeps members informed, organizes meetings and
assists people with contract issues and encourages mem
bers to participate in union activities. There used to be a
step-system but the board of trustees bargained it out of
the contract, Wyland said.
The step-system provided a steady, periodic way to re
ceive raises. If a person’s work met the qualifications for ad
vancement then they received a raise. But without the step
system, advancement is difficult and leaves staff monetarily
behind.
“We

need

to catch

up

to the cost

of living,”

Wyland

“Not only are we getting paid less but we're expected to
do more,” Baskette said. “Staff around here is under-a lot of
stress.”
Williams agrees with Wyland and Baskette. “While everything around us is going up, our pay and our numbers
are going down,’ he said. “Staff is just not given any respect.”
Paul Browning, who works for the CSU Office of the
Chancellor, said the current offer on the table for the union
contract is unlike any before. The new three-year contract
offers a three percent compensation pool for a general sala
ry increase and a | percent service salary increase for eligible employees. The contract also includes shift differential
pay for employees who do not qualify for the current shift
differential, an extra compensation paid to employees for
working certain shifts. Eligible employees are those who
worked before the contract negotiations. For fiscal year
2008 , the contract offers an increase from $500 to’ $1,000

for a rural health stipend. A rural health stipend ts money
for employees that live where there is a lack of health care,
like HMO’s, Browning said.
“The Board] believe[s] we've put an unprecedented sal-

ary proposal on the table,” Browning said. “We think it’s a
good proposal.”
Williams doesn't think so. “[The contract] is no better
than what we were offered last year,” he said and added,
“It's worse than the one before that.” The contract offer is

said.

poorer

not

Because of natural attrition, when employees retire,
move away, etc., the Cal State system loses staff. People

money

staff would actually

leave

and

their

positions

are

not

hiled.

Kemaining

stati

then must fill in the gaps, Deborah Baskette, chapter 301's
organizing chair, said. Baskette works with an organizing
committee to plan meetings, rallies, letter campaigns and
sends information to union members.

only

in

terms

of compensation

receive,

money,

but

the

Williams said

“The only thing unprecedented about their offer is the
biatant arrogance and disregard for the
workers

in the

CSU who

cost of living,” he said.

are almost

thousands of st: iff

20 percent

behind

the
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English conference helps
teachers reach students
Taqueria
686 F Street, Suite D,

CA 95521

Teachers address social changes in literature

Monday - Saturday

9AM - 9PM
Jenna Barry

Family Atmosphere

jenna@jobarry.com

Dine {mh or Carry Out
. A commitment

Chile Relleno
made fresh daily
authentic menudo

of the local

wood Writing Project in the 2nd Annual Fall English
Studies Conference Uniting Educators (FESCUE).

The conference will bring together local and visiting educators on Friday, Sept. 29 and Saturday,
Sept. 30 in Founders Hall to en-

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

415 5th St. Downtown Eureka (5th & E)
(707) 269-0282

Every Wednesday: ,,Purple%o * with
DJ Receiver (The Dub Cowboy) ,,The Greatest
Dance Music on the Planet,
%o 10 p.m.
Every Thursday: BigUp Dancehall Reggae w/
Selectah Proseed, 10 p.m

Friday 9/29: Play Dead
(Grateful Dead covers)

Saturday 9/30: Get Biz Kidz (Hip Hop) w/ DJ

Red,

DJ State of Mind, Drassar Monumenta!

power of literature, written and otherwise, to change
relationships in the realms of politics and social
structures, to advocate for social and environmen-

lighten students, faculty, and staff
of the possibility of major societal
changes surrounding the impor-

“English is

tal justice and to create fertile ground for a blooming of eco-regional literacy and
cal preservation,” Sky said in an
about promoting, illuminating
sity of culture,
and life.”
really an exGelrod, a

citing

field and

tant issue of social change within
literature.

to

about

reinforce the dominant

ture, thought,

has a

all kinds

lot

first-time

presenter

at the conference, is looking for-

ward to getting this experience
“under my belt so that I can feel
“We seek not only to involve our social concerns.”
more comfortable at future confercolleagues and students in critical
ences.”
discussions of the changing nature
Hobbel
said the collaboraNikola Hobbel
of English studies in general, we
tion between students and profesEnglish professor at HSU
are also dedicated to improving
sors will give the conference more
our visibility as a critical departdepth.
ment that offers valuable services to the people of the
“English is really an exciting field and has a lot to
North Coast,” assistant professor of English and consay about all kinds of social concerns,” Hobbel said.
ference director Nikola Hobbel said.
“It [the conference] is like a buffet: there's something
Assistant Professor of English Corey Lewis stressfor everyone.”
es the fact that environmental literature is a necesFocusing on strengthening HSU’s relationship
sary resource in keeping up with the crises we are
with local people, and also attempting to improve
facing today.
students’ knowledge of the current happenings in
Author of “Reading the Trail: Exploring the Litthe department, the English Studies professors will
erature and Natural History of the California Crest’,
provide many hands-on opportunities at the confer
Lewis’ focus is one of many that will be portrayed at
ence.
the conference. Furthermore, the presentations have
Friday opens with the film “A Lesson Before Dy
a similar goal, which is to address social concerns.
ing,’ with cast Don Cheadle, Cecily Tyson and Me
Lewis chose to specialize in environmental writkhi Phifer, beginning at 3 p.m. in Founders Hall.
ing and literature because he feels humans are acIt is followed by a 5 p.m. reading of “Adjacent
countable.
Planes,’ a collection of poems from a 10-year pro
“Humanity is currently facing an environmental
gram of writing workshops in California state pris
crisis of global proportions that threatens to drive us
ons by Traci Gourdine, an English professor at
to extinction, and it is a crisis of
American River College in Sacra
culture, a crisis caused by our own
mento.
actions and ethics” he said in an
“PESCUE
is about proSession two begins at 6:15 p.m.
e-mail. “The content and methods
moting, illuminating and
and will show “Deconstructing
of education need to be changed
Criminal Fictions: Prison, Punish
so that they no longer continue to blending diversity of culment and Masked Racism, a dis

hegemo-

say

enlightened ecologie-mail. “FESCUE is
and blending diverthought, experience

of

experience

cussion of race, class and gender

ny that has created the crisis, and
and life.”
in the U.S. prison system presentreplace it with methods that will
ed by Melody Hayhurst (English),
solve it.”
Tiffany DeCarolis (English) and
Lewis, along with graduate
Nick Sky
Christina
Accomando
(English
Engilsh graduate student at HSU
students Cole Gelrod, Josephine
and Ethnic Studies); and “At the
Johnson and Nick Sky, will lead
Mercy of Words,’ where presenters
the discussion panel, “Writing For
Suzanne Scott (English), Sofiane
Change: How Imaginative Literature Creates CulturAkoubi (visiting Professor of Arabic), Jeremy Burch,
al Transformation.”
Joel Hartse, Jillian Jackson, and Victoria Rader (EngLewis will present an overview of how literature
lish) will analyze how language is used in the area of
has historically shaped society, then turn it over to
jaw entorcement.
each student, who will introduce and discuss their
see ENGLISH, next page
respective research.
“The focus of my particular panel is tapping the

pat
‘

Breakfast Menu

to the betterment

community is the driving force behind the collaboration of the HSU English Department and the Red-
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Cafe

Oregon, Marlon Sherman (Native
American Studies), Phil Zastrow
(Indian Teacher and Education-

He HR

al Personnel Program), and others; “Bop Girl &
“f anticipate that all of the Big Bamboo:

HH He HH

FRESH
Saturday kicks off with a 10
a.m. story-offering speech by

Gourdine,

followed by the first

session which gives the audience
the choice

of at-

tending one of
three _ presentations:

ing

the

“Bring-

Legislation

presenters

FESCUE

at

will

Race

the

&

Culture

provide

Youth
in

Post-

war America” by

Life:
Integratexceptional
work
to Michael Eldridge
ing
Language
(English); “Literall of those in atten- ature Circles—
Arts with Government”
_pre- dance.”
Great Ideas for
sented by Emily
Any Classroom,”
Gibson of Blue
a workshop by
Heron
Middle
Cole Gelrod
Sherri Hicks of
English graduate student at HSU
Hoopa
Valley
School, a joint
High School; and
session of “Chal“Deciphering Justice: Exploring
lenges in the Teaching of Writing,
the Law and Illegality in Writing
High School to College” by EngClassrooms” by Kelly Van Horn
lish Department Chair and Diof Fresno State University.
rector Susan Bennett along with
Each session gives a unique
the department's David Stacey;
outlook on the value of literaand a second joint session, “Suture in the everyday culture of the
perheroes, Rebel Slaves & Teen
world we live in, pursuing the inQueens: Critical Analyses of Litvolvement of all those present in
erature & Popular Culture” prethe surrounding community.
sented by Adrianna Bayer, Naomi
“I anticipate that all of the preMillette and Crystal Figueroa, all
senters at the FESCUE will proof the English department.
vide exceptional work to all of
Other sessions will include
those in attendance,” Gelrod said.
Redwood Writing Project Teach“I certainly hope that my work
er-Consultant Ann Diehl’s workwill stand out and I believe in its
shop on “Adding Depth to Stu
quality, but I cannot claim that it
dent Writing”; a joint presentation

HAPPY
7amM

HOVR!

Free Cup of Coffee

of “Historical Legacies of

zation
Doty

and
and

Winston
of

Crisis”

the

(both

“It

English

a

[the

like

panel of North

a_

buffet:

the

is

work

every-

¢ presenters as |

i

am

Ts

English

Edu

cators Talk about
feaching
&
Learning’;
“Now
You're Speaking My Language:

Language and Culture in Colli
sion and Collaboration’, a pan
el discussing the attitudes about
language and its affect on culture
Howell

(Eng

ence

professor at HS

oth

for

POL

ulty,

tow

and

staff

identification,

it

inative Literature Creates Cultur

al Transformation,’ a discussion
panel featuring Assistant Profes
sor of English Corey Lewis and
graduate students Cole Gelrod,
Josephine Johnson and Nick Sky;
Performance

as Multicultural Education” by
‘Theresa May of the University of

er

fac

with
is

current
free.

general information, contact

For

Con

ference Director Nikola Hobbel at
hobel@humboldt.edu or at (707)
826-3161. To register, contact Re

at (707) 826-5109.

Change: How Imag

°

students,

representative

Levinson;

hefee confer
is $30

for community
members.

becca

“Community-Based

looking

a

lish) and Akoubi; “Where I Come
From’, a workshop presented by
California _ Poet-in-the-Schools
“Writing For

of the

ward to present
ing myself.”

Nikola Hobbel

Dan

for the

there’s

for

.

by Hartse, Caroline

conference

as much

ON®-

Native

American

conference]

something

Native

American teachers and educa
tors in “Bridging
Worlds:

low presenters. In fact, I am looking forward to

Kathleen

Janet

Department);
Coast

by

will be above the work of my fel-

Coloni

Owen,

Project

Redwood

Administrating

Writing
Coordi

nator, at rgo3@humboldt.edu or
“By bringing

together

formal

studies, teaching workshops and
talking circles, the conference at

tends to the different ways knowl
edge can be produced and trans
formed,’

Hobbel

said.
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Coffee & Espresso
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PEARL LOUNGE
MODERN

COCKTAIL

TEQUILA TUESDAYS
$1 off all tequila

LOUNGE

& THURSDAYS

135 varieties - 100% agave

WEDNESDAY - GIRLS NIGHT OUT
Girls, bring your friends for live DJ
Drink Specials for Girls - no cover
Don’t Forget Happy Hour: Monday-Thursday from 4-7pm
Friday &
Saturday
Cet

507

2nd

21
Street
APPETIZERS

& over
Eureka
BY

HURRICANE

- 444-2017
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SOLUTIONS

HSU students
see the world

.

ORGANIC

Largest selection of Hemp,
Organic Cotton Clothing,
Tree-Free & Recycled Papers—
Anywhere!
on

1063 H STREET

OE

* ARCATA

822-6972 _

Real Needs Since 1990

RAMONES

>

Bakery

ay

OPEN
DAILY

Cafe

=”

Breakfast

Pastries « Desserts

Freshly Roasted Coffee
Espresso « Cookies

Truffles

« Pastries

« Cakes « Bread

Wedding &

Specialty Cakes

Catering » LUNCHES:
Sandwiches, Soups e? Salads
SIX LOCATIONS

TO CHOOSE

2223 Harrison Ave., Eureka - 442-1336
209 E St., Eureka - 445-2923
At Pierson’s in Eureka - 476-0401

FROM:

At Wildberries Marketplace, Arcata - 826-1088
McKinleyville Shopping Center - 839-3383
~
Drive-Thru on Hwy. 101 at N Street in Eureka - 442-3307

Serving Breakfast, Lunch, &

RAMONESBAKERY.COM

Dinner

On the Plaza 744 9th Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.thealibdi

Trailer Park.

Monday 5

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, De ep

Fried Dill Pickles, Hot Wings,
Oly or Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots

Two For Tuesday
8am to 3pm

$35 Dinner Special

Buy any entree 4pm to Midnight
Get 1 at
2 Dinner Entrees

Half Price
1 Appetizer
.
1 Bottle of House wine

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Plowman’s Lunch

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui

Lamb Chops, Portabella

Ahi Poke, Coconut Shrimp,
Macadamia Halibut or Chicken, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,

Shepherd's Pie, Fish n’ Chips,
Steamer Clams, Cheese Fries,

Irish Flag Shots, Guiness
Specials, Irish Car Bomb

Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,

Paradise Mai Tai, Colada

Upcoming Shows

Saturday, September 30
GR CuRcas ly

CMe

Yer Dog
CCA
a

uTit

AL)

Me

ak e0) |

Katie Hawes

___keh34@humboldt.edu_
Ever wanted to live in another
country? You can experience a variety of different cultures through
Humboldt
State study abroad
programs. ‘There are currently 22
HSU students who are studying
in other countries.
HSU offers programs in countries like Thailand, Spain, India,
Korea, Australia and more. Not
all of these programs are offered
every year, and some of them are
only offered in certain terms.
Some of the study abroad programs are offered directly through
HSU, while others are offered by
third-party organizations. There
is also an exchange program that
allows students to pay their fees at
HSU, but attend a partner school
in a different country.
Penelope
Shaw,
the study
abroad advisor at HSU, stresses
that all of these programs can be
funded through financial aid and
scholarships if the student is eli
gible.
“Scholarships are always avail
able to students who wish to study
abroad,’ Shaw said, “and most stu

dents.are unaware of these schol
arships.”
Many of these programs are
extremely competitive and each
program has its own require
ments and pre-requisites. Some
are designed for certain fields of
study, while others are just gener
al curriculum.
Shaw advises students to start
planning and thinking about
studying abroad when they enter
their freshman year.
Devon

Orgee,

a senior in in-

ternational business, spent her
summer abroad. Orgee traveled
with a program from one of the
third-party organizations called
the University Study Abroad Con
sortium. She spent four weeks in
Bangalore, India, and five weeks
in Chengdu, China.
“There wasn't a language re
quirement, so it was kind of dif
ficult, but my teachers spoke Eng
lish, so that was cool,”

Orgee said.

Most of the units that Orgee
completed transferred to HSU.

Orgee said her study abroad
experience was great and that she
would recommend it to anyone.
Valerie Budig-Markin, profes
sor of French and women’s stud
ies at HSU, is one of the faculty
members in the world languages
and cultures department that of
ten accompanies students abroad
and coordinates students travel
ing on

academic

programs

the department.
Budig-Markin
planning

a trip

is
to

with

currently

Morocco

her students.
The trip to Morocco will cost
participating
students
$2,700,
which includes room and board,
as well as educational, and cul
tural courses, and transportation
within the country. Students are
also responsible for paying for
their airfare to Morocco, health
insurance, and optional immuni
zation

costs.

“We

don't

offer

scholarships,

but the Morocco trip is a Spring
2007
program,’
Budig-Markin
said. “This will eliminate addi
tional tuition fees at HSU when
the students return after their
four weeks abroad.”
Financial aid is also available
because the program is an HSU
class, Budig-Markin said.
Some of Budig-Markin’s best
and worst experiences travel
ing abroad with students hap
pened on her trip to Montpellier,
France.

A local resident harassed a stu
dent late at night in a tram station,
while traveling with the program.
Budig-Markin said this is not
something that happens often.
“Its usually a result of lack of
maturity on the student's part and
lack of awareness of safety issues
while traveling abroad,” Budig
Markin said.
Another student had _ their
identity stolen in Montpellier af
ter using an ATM

machine sever

al times that was rigged with an

Orgee said the requirement for
her study abroad program con
sisted of a letter of application and

electronic identity theft device.

a passport.

from

4 to5pm

and

from

noon

Ip.m.

There

special

wasn't

that

really

made

her

anything

choose

for

Study

abroad

informational

meetings are held every Tuesday

Hall

East,

to
Room

113.

Wednesday
in
For

Nelson
more

where she wanted to go.

information on the programs that

“They were just places out
of the ordinary that I had never

HSU

been

ing,

to and they seemed

Orgee said.

interest

has

to offer, attend

the meetings.
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Atheletes receive priority

EEA

registration
Administration

issues executive order

despite student votes
Oliver Symonds
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rh570@bromidic.com

Disabled students, National Collegiate Athletic
association athletes and students who significantly
benefit the university are expected to register before
all other students next fall, President Rollin Richmond said.
A new priority registration draft, prepared by
Vice President of Student Affairs Steven Butler, is
expected to go into effect fall 2007.
Before completing the draft, Butler said that he
had evaluated registration policies of other campuses to see if there were any templates.
The draft is almost an exact match of the policy
implemented back in April at Sonoma State University. Richmond said the policy is not only for athletes, but for other students as well.
“This draft proposal will provide an opportunity
for students who are doing things for the university
to be on priority registration, for instance the Associated Students,” Richmond said.
AS President Tony Snow and AS Legislative Vice
President David Backues said
they do not favor the draft.
Although

Snow

believes this

draft is an improvement from
the priority registration proposal last February, he does not
feel that priority registration is
a step in the right direction.

;
f
I
‘

“Out

of the

ensure that appropriate efforts and resources are di-

rected toward meeting the following requirements
of the California Student Athlete Fair Opportunity
Act of 2005, which seeks to improve the graduation
rate of student athletes, particularly those athletes
who were admitted as general exceptions for their
athletic ability...”
“Tm really moving on this because of the executive order,’ Richmond said. “But I don’t want to give
anyone the idea this order is requiring me to implement a priority registration policy.”
Richmond said he has found that athletes at HSU
graduate earlier than the rest of the students at the
university. Although, as a scientist, he said, he realizes his samples may not be balanced or an accurate

age

ee

Elizabeth Behrensns ¢ Arcata * Major - Social Work :
“It was recommended. They were very nice
and talked me through every step.”
Stephanie Dvorak

« Arcata

+ Major - Pscyhology

www.safepiercing.org

representation.

Junior Tuitele, sociology junior and defensive
lineman for HSUss football team, said he has not had
much trouble registering for classes in the past, but a
priority registration policy would make being a student athlete easier.

10 schools

in the

Dan Collen, director of athletics

at

HSU,

was

not

avail-

California Collegiate Athletic
Agcgociation.
nine have prior-

able for comment, but told the
Lumberjack in an interview
last February, “Out of the 10
ity registration.”
schools in the California Collegiate Athletic Association,
nine have priority registration.”
“There needs to be a sysDan Collen
HSU joined the CCAA this setematic change with classes,” he
director of athletics, HSU
Serer
mester.
said. “I support student athletes
Richmond said that a priand their goals, but if their class
ority registration policy will also attract and retain
is during practice their class is during practice.”
students. “It’s a draw for minority students,” he said,
Currently, priority registration is for students
“which I am excited about. Sometimes the athletes
who are registered with disabled student services,
bring their friends with them.”
and then students register based on their completed
Michael Lee, psychology senior, said, “I believe
units count.
people
who need to graduate should get priority and
The AS council and Academic Senate received
disabled students should go before them.”
copies of the draft from President Richmond, who
Athletics, he said, is where things start to get hazy.
hopes to get recommendations on the proposal.
“Our university isn’t like the other universities [that
Chair of the Academic Senate Saeed Mortazavi
offer
priority registration for athletes].”
said the senate did not recommend the draft and if
Lee has never had a problem registering for a
it gets put in place it should be reviewed after two
class
he needed.
years to test the effectiveness.
HSU men’s basketball coach Tom Wood said
The new draft arranges registration priority in
sometimes
student athletes don't get the classes they
five groups: priority students, graduate students, stu
need and as a result miss class. Priority registration,
dents in the credentialing program, all other underhe said, would prevent students from missing class
graduate students and, finally, unclassified graduate
when they have to travel to away games.
students and transitory students.
What it comes down to, Butler said, is the presTo be considered for priority registration a stuident’s
decision based on recommendations he redent must either be registered with disabled student
ceives.
services, participate in a
NCAA-governed sport, be
Richmond said the way he makes decisions is to
involved in a university-sanctioned activity that sig
try to understand the rationale people have and de
nificantly benefits the university.
cide
what’s best for the HSU students now, as well as
The new draft is an effort to comply with an ex
in the long run.
ecutive order handed down by the chancellor’s office
“Sometimes I’m convinced, he said.
“Some
Op
Fair
Athlete
regarding the California Student
to
have
times I’m not. That’s the decision presidents
portunity Act of 2005.
The act went into effect on Jan. 1, 2006 and states,

“It is the responsibility of the university president to

make.”

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.
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|Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan, |

Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines
and many

|

more countries.

NOW CARRYING A WIDE VARIETY
OF MEXICAN FOOD PRODUCTS
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“Sell your clothes and keep your thoughts”
The Lumberjack takes a look into the life of one transient

Resources/ability to meentain indwdual
yvathen a cormmunity of support

x
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HOMELESS

Program

People at housing nsk

failure

QUICK

FACTS

Homeless population in Humboldt County on January 25,

Limited personal needs

2005:

Abelity to live independently

‘

yvath market interventon

Total: 755 persons

chine of toarient tallire

- 550 adult, 205 minor children

Ada&bonal personal needs
Require temporary or transitonal suppecet

Out of the total:

to address homelessness
ag
a

’

70% were in Eureka
16.6% were in Arcata

wiikey

6.8% in Southern Humboldt

homelessness

Exclusion and

82% were male

margnaisabon

38% were between 20 and 30 years old
74% were camping
17% were staying in an organized shelter
4% were staying in a motel

3% were staying with a friend
Personal

Vulnerability

i

ourtesy

WWW.dva.gov.au

Blake Weaver

__bcw19@humboldt.edu |
I saw him around Arcata for several days, always alone.
Sometimes lying motionless on a bed of grass at the edge
of the forest, or sitting silently on a bench.

His torn clothes and thick dreadlocks would make
many dismiss him as a typical bum. But a closer look hints
at a spirit that is fiery, passionate and untamed.
At first he seemed to be a blank slate, a man with no
past, living purely in the moment. He had no interest in
talking about himself, or talking much at all. Eventually,
after several meetings, his came flowing out.
The

name

given

to him

by his parents

is Lawrence

Jen-

na

sper

RTT

Serene

kins, a name that he no longer identifies, with. He now in
troduces himself as “Sniper,” a childhood nickname.
“A long time ago I saw that I’m not who I was raised
to be. My life was pushing me down a dark path. The path
laid out for me wasn't the one to walk on,” Jenkins said in
a very clear tone.
“I came from a broke family. I always lived in a trailer
with my mom, dad and two brothers. We were all stuck in
there. When I was a little kid I had to get everything I had
on my own. I learned how to steal when I was five or six. I
had to, to survive,” he said.
Originally from Detroit, Jenkins says his inner voice
began telling him to move on.
“When I was young I just took off, hopped a train, been
moving ever since. I don't regret anything. If I stayed in
Detroit I'd probably be dead or in prison.” He waved a hand

toward the redwood forest. “I'll take this over that.”
Jenkins said that the circumstances of his childhood
led him towards homelessness.

“If I were born

into money

I wouldn't

be homeless,”

the ground when I walked or lose myself in my head. Now
I watch for every little thing.”
Jenkins said that being homeless comes with certain
stereotypes.

cuss literature. Some of his favorite authors include Philip

“People give me pity and bad vibes a lot and I used to
feel that way about myself too. It rubbed off on me every
where I went,” he said.
“Lately I’m seeing there’s nothing to feel sorry about.
This is what life gave me this time around and there's some
reason for it. Some of the greatest souls to ever live came
from nothing, and lots of the most evil people came from
fortunes.”
Jenkins’ nickname “Sniper,” began to make more
sense as we spoke. It seems that he is ruthlessly hunt
ing his own spirit. When his sights line up and he pulls
the trigger, he'll capture a state of enlightenment that
most of us will never comprehend.
There’s a lesson to be learned from people like Jen
kins. This lesson can best be described by a quote from
Henry David Thoreau, one of Jenkins’ favorite au
thors.
“However mean your life is, meet it and live it. Do
not shun it and call it hard names. Cultivate poverty like

K. Dick, Langston Hughes and Jack Kerouac.

a garden herb, like sage. Do not trouble yourself much

He seems to have experienced something mystical and
profound in any book he describes. “Reading Jack Ker
ouac made me open my eyes to things. I used to stare at

to get new things, whether clothes or friends. Things
do not change, we change. Sell your clothes and keep
your thoughts.”

he said. “I would have just lived the square life. | wouldn't
have went down this road. But this is what I know. I don't
know

anything about

getting a job and an apartment.

All

my life ’'ve had nothing,” he said.

“Some

of

the

greatest

c

souls

to

ever

live

came from nothing, and lots of the most evil
people came from fortunes.”
Lawrence Jenkins
Transient

Jenkins had a paperback of “The Autobiography of
Malcolm X” hanging out of the pocket of his mud-encrust
ed jacket, the bookmark resting near the back.
He describes himself as a book junky and loves to dis
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Mixers, Mics, Cables,

ecrReRReaD

Software
& Advice...
Brands: Tascam, Shure,
M-Audio, Mackie, Audio
Technica Korg, Boss,
Alesis and more...

1027 | St. Arcata, (A 822-6264

M-F 10:30-6:30 Sun 12-4

Ask for Delicious Tofu Snack Products

at these Campus Outlets:-——
at HSU

- The Depot
* South Campus Marketplace.

)

* Dining Hall

TOFU

* TOFU

SHOP

SHOP.COM

SPECIALTY

FOODS,

INC.
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ARCATA

©

Evolution Center

A Community Gathering Space Dedicated
To Sustainability And Conscious Evolution
featuring an

Organic Vegan Raw Cafe & Market

Space Avail. For:

Tues: 2:00 Living Food Potluck
Wed: 7-8:30 Kundalini Yoga

Yoga, Healing Arts, Music
Classes, Workshops,
Childrens Activities,
Gatherings & More...

Karina Gianola
kpg2@humboldt.edu

What drew you to work with
children in the first place?

haven't hired. I’ve been here for
14 years and I am, with the ex-

ing a stop sign and guiding them

When I first started college I

ception of one teacher right now,

carefully across the street. White

thought I was going to be a probation officer. I went through the
sociology department at Hum-

the least senior person in this district. So if we don't have retirements and we have to start making cutbacks, then we have to roll

starts most of his mornings this
way, happy to be out among the

from

himself,

his

students, their parents and the
general community.
A Humboldt County native,
White got his masters at HSU and
has taught in the area ever since.
On a recommendation from a
friend, White moved to Blue Lake
to apply as principal. Fourteen
years later, he says he still gets sat
isfaction out of his job.
Is 14 years a long time for a
principal to be in one place?
My understanding is if you go
by statewide average, the average
for superintendents in a district
is about three years. Right now |
am the longest standing superin
tendent in the county, meaning |
have had this job longer than any
body else. Now, some superinten
dents might move from one dis
trict to another, and they could
have been superintendents longer
than me. But as far as being ten
ured in a district, I have the longest standing right now.

w/ Ajeet

Thurs: 10:30-Noon African
Drumming w/ Malick

Sat:All Day Brunch Special

Also Offering:

Sun: 4-5:30 Capoeira
w/ Raven

Wholesale
Buyers Club

aes

Bring In ThisAd
Receive $1.00 Off

Mon. - Sat.

Next Juice/ Smoothie

Noon-6pm
410 Railroad Ave., Blue Lake
(707) 668-1781

www.greenlifefamily.com

We have not had trouble getting teachers, we have not had

When students showed up for
class at Blue Lake Union Elementary School last Monday, the first
person to greet them was their
principal, Doug White, hold-

involvement,

- Jolly Giant Cafeteria
and at CR

822-7401

guard,

kids. After he finished his cross
guard duties, he spent a few minutes in the hallway chatting with
students. By the time he made it
through the door of the school office, a parent had come in. for an
impromptu conference.
White may be busy, but he
cares too much for his students
to mind. Although enrollment is
dropping drastically at his school,
he isn't spending time trying to
get it back up. Instead, he’s working on improving the school for
current students. His focus is on

Fresh Organic - Locally Made ,

- Giant's Cupboard

White: Crosswalk
lunch man, principal?

Dou

That’s probably helpful in
getting to know the students and
the parents.
Yes, yes.
We don't have a
large population.
We've gone
from about 350 students down
to around 150 now. But it’s very
important for me to know all the
kids as soon as I possibly can. Of
course, the challenge is the kin
dergarteners, because they're the
new ones on campus.
there as often

challenge

But I go up

as I can.

I kind

of

myself to go through

and make sure I can
their names.

remember

trouble keeping teachers, but we

boldt. My wife at that time, her
father was a superintendent, and
we got to talking about educa-

into people who have been here

ed up getting our teaching credentials, and I loved it. I loved
working with kids. So I taught
in the Arcata school system.
I
taught at the junior high level for
two years, and then I taught in a
middle school out in Sunny Brae.

15, 16 years sometimes. We had
a teacher who worked for us full
time for one year, and she's been a
part-time teacher for us ever since
then. She just loved this school
and the community so much that
she did not want to look for another job. But she’s been waiting
around—probably nine years—

I had the sixth graders and I just

for a full-time teaching job, and

loved that.

they just haven't been available.
Of course, most of it is due to the
declining enrollment.

tion.

[My wife and I] both end-

Does your wife teach as well?
My current wife is a superintendent at Pacific Union now.
Do you get a chance to spend
time with the students?
I assign myself a duty in the
morning of crossing the kids when
they come to our back gate. The
bulk of our kids come through
the back gate, so I get a chance to
see probably eighty to ninety per
cent of the kids first thing in the
morning. Then I get a chance to
talk with parents and cross paths
with them. I help serve lunch in
the cafeteria. At recess times I get
out and try to be around the kids.
I'll get out and try to visit in the
classrooms as well.
What are some of the biggest
problems that you have at the
school?
The superintendent portion
of it is trying to meet all the state
standards with a limited bud
get, trying

to keep

your

teachers

on top of their game and make
sure that they have all the appro
priate credentialing, that they've
had all the latest training. On the
principal end of it, dealing with
kids that have less-than-desirable
home lives and how that affects
them here at school. Of course
the flip side of that, trying to deal
with parents that aren't provid
ing a very wholesome home life,
is quite difficult at times.
Have you had problems with
getting teachers here because of
the budget?

Is declining enrollment still a
problem? Are student numbers
still going down?
Oh yes. Our county has been
losing about 400 to 500 kids a
year. But when you get to some of
these outlying communities, you
have home prices going through
the roof. We don't have apartment
complexes out here, very many of
them. Families who can afford to
buy houses out here, usually their
children are grown, or they don’t
have children.
So that’s been
the difficult thing for us. So our
county has been losing kids as a
whole. We've been affected by that
as much if not more than most of
the districts.
If you don't have kids you
dont get as much
funding,
right?
The funding goes way down.

Yeah, you're paid on a per ADA
(average daily attendance) basis.
So even if you have youngsters
that come but they're sick a lot,
you

lose money.

What are the plans to help increase enrollment?
You know, our plans are to be
as effective as we possibly can,
given the number of kids that
we have.

It is a very competitive

market. And so we do have quite
a shift in this county—there are
quite a few charter schools and
those kinds of things. We do our

see WHITE, next page

;
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WHITE: Focusing on students
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continued from previous page
best to provide a positive program
for the kids and a very wholesome
program for the kids. But quite
frankly, parents move kids around

quite a bit. And we get to a point
where we realize we've got to take

care of the students who have
been loyal to our school and give
them the best possible education,
rather than try to come up with
new programs or little gimmicks
to try and draw other people in.

We're kind of off the beaten path,
so people from McKinleyville or
Arcata aren't going to drive all the
way out to Blue Lake to drop their
kids off.
I was reading that Dell’Arte
comes and works with the
school. What types of projects
are you working on with them?
Dell’Arte has been at this school
longer than I have. It’s a world-renowned program, so they have
people from all over the world that
come do their theater program.
We have been kind of the flagship
for them, so they provide a certain
service for us. Our eighth graders
in the past have done Shakespeare
plays. Our kindergarteners do a

play with them.

They help our

middle school students with history day projects and those kinds

of things. They have been a great
addition to our school,
tually have a number
here whose parents
going to Dell’Arte or

and we acof students
are either
work with

Dell’Arte. Two of our students are
from England. We had a couple of
students last year from Nova Scotia, and we have another one from
Canada, so it’s really neat.

We have a lot of support from
the Rancheria.
They cook our

lunches. We've been involved
with them for probably the last
10 years, and they’ve given us

New York Style

TERIA ENE

a lot of financial support. Our
upper-grade kids, in particu-

lar our eighth graders, do a lot
of community

service

projects,

and they'll work at the Ranche-

ria. They'll help serve at the elders’ luncheons and those kinds
of things.

Our kids are really in-

volved with the community, and
What do you think the biggest impacts are with Dell’Arte
teaching here?
With Dell’Arte they’re [students] not afraid to get up in
front of an audience. In the past,
we have had a number of people
from the high school that say they
can always tell who the Blue Lake
kids are, because they are willing
to speak up in class or willing to
share their ideas. They're not intimidated by speaking in front of
a group. So that’s been one of the
neatest things.
Do you have any other unusual programs?

the

Community

supports

us

a

lot.
Even so, what’s one thing
youd like to change about Blue
Lake?
More affordable housing. It
would really be nice to be able to
get young families with young
kids. The weather out here is
gorgeous, you know?
It’s just
that the housing market right
now is so expensive that really it kind of distracts from the
young couples with kids being
able to come out. This is a very
involved community.
There's
not a lot I'd change about

Happy Hour
$2.50 Pints From
5-7 Every Day

$2.50 Pints All Day

Open Mic On

Acoustic Night on
Wednesday 8-10

ner

Live Jazz on

it.

7-10

Philly

Chease

Steak

Shoppe

doesn't have problems with these critters because
they lock their dumpsters up overnight.
Wildlife Professor Luke George said the population of raccoons in the area is more of an annoyance than anything. The combination of a
raccoon’s curiosity and need to eat will attract it

within close proximity to humans.

George said

raccoons will eat almost anything they can get
their paws on. “They are extremely curious and

intelligent little critters,” he said.
According to the Humane Society of the United States, raccoons don't pose an immediate
threat to anyone, unless they have their young
with them or they are trying to get food. Because
raccoons will eat dog or cat food left out on the
back patio, keeping it inside the house or garage
is a good idea.
Another, less meddling animal in the area are
elk. Elk are large, social mammals.that feed on
grasses and other vegetation. George said that although elk look cute and cuddly, they can be dangerous due to their size and strength. Cow elk (fe
rome?

Thursdays

Coming Sooon

WORKING FOR CALIFORNIA

__jan39@humboldt.edu

the

Freshly Baked Subs

The California State University

B.J. Nativo

For those who are like Dorothy and followed
the black paved Highway 101 north, you're bound
to run into wildlife at some point.
Should it be a surprise if you walk out to your
garbage cans and are greeted by a family of raccoons? Manager of Philly Cheese Steak Shoppe
Alice Pitt is no stranger to these creatures,
“I see so many of them when I’m driving, but
I haven't personally had problems at work or my
house either,” Pitt said.

* wheat-free spelt
* sicilian

Always Free

Spotting wildlife in Humboldt County

SREP

Happy Saturdays
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males), he said, are extremely protective of their
calves (babies), and will charge a spectator that
gets too close.

One of the most misunderstood animals in
the area is the grey fox. It is a nocturnal mammal similar in size to a medium-sized dog.

The

fox is often skittish around humans, and will usually run and hide if it is confronted. They feed on

CSU Students and Faculty Deserve the Best

|

CSU students and the faculty at our 23 campuses need and deserve a learning environment
that is conducive to providing quality education. That is why the CSU 1s disappointed that
the California Faculty Association did not allow its members to evaluate the most recent
proposal put on the table by the CSU, which includes:

small rodents, such as mice, as well as berries and
other seasonal fruits.
Foxes are solitary animals, meaning they tend
to travel alone and are territorial. A grey fox will
mark its territory by leaving fecal material in various locations. The chance of seeing one in the
area isn't very good, but it is more likely late at

¢

A 24.87 pescent salary increase over four years, beginning in 2006/07, contingent
upon funding of the Compact with the Governor and an additional | percent

*

Continuation of the Faculty Early Retirement Program (FERP), reducing the
number of years from five to four

night.
One animal that is easy to spot is the black

¢

Incentive and equity pay program for full professors and tenure-track professors

bear. The black bear population in Humboldt
and Trinity Counties is becoming a nuisance, especially in the Hoopa area.
Wildlife Professor Rick Brown said that even
though they are called black bears, the color of
their fur can vary.
Some are a brownish color and can easily be
confused with a brown or grizzly bear, which
have been extinct in California since 1908, ac
cording to www.grizzlybear.org.
Even though many people fear getting at
tacked by a bear, George said they will leave you
alone unless they have a cub with them
“Take advantage of the opportunities to view
nature,” he said, “but remember, they are called
wildlife for a reason.”

*

No changes to faculty eligibility for PERS reurement

¢

Health and dental benefits above the standard for California and other universities

*

Attractive lecturer nghts

*

Gradually increased parking fees for faculty so at the end of 4 years they pay the
same parking fees as students

|
|

augmentation for compensation
|

lhe CSU

hopes these issues can be resolved soon so that our faculty can receive the salary

ncreases they deserve,

and-our students can continue receiving the quality education thes

xpect from the ( alifornia State Universit\

For more details please visit the CSU web site at huip.//www.calst
tatny
ius

|
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ACCOUNT
STUFF!

Searching for a solution
to the housing problem

Open a WaMu Free Checking®
and savings account package

and get a $10 GIFT CERTIFICATE

Rental improvements at the heart of this year’s
Arcata City Council election

to the HSU Bookstore.
@ No monthly service fee — no direct deposit required!

m@ FREE checks for life!
@ FREE Online Banking and Bill Pay services
m FREE Statement Savings account’
@ FREE ID Theft Insurance

@ Plus Package — No service charges for 6 months
‘lm One complimentary overdraft fee per year

@ Use any ATM surcharge-free!

Washington Mutual
(707) 826-8601
Arcata Financial Center
Jacoby Storehouse
780 7th Street, Arcata
Deposits are FDIC insured.

pe

‘Statement Savings free for life with auto-save program.
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A proposed rent control program would place price caps on residential housing.

Briana Alfaro
bda7@humboldt.edu

Bobby Harris is pushing for
rent control if elected in the November elections in the City
Council.

Jeffrey

Dean

Schwartz,

Alex Stillman and Michael Winkler are proposing construction
of affordable housing.
Eight candidates are vying
for two seats on Arcata’s City
Council, four of which have
made housing a priority.
In

January,

the

10-year

Arcata resident introduced the
idea of a city sponsored rent
control program to the City
Council.

Rent control places price
caps on residential housing,
which Harris sees as a necessary

protection

for

long-term

“My own rent is up 40
percent in three years.”
Bobby Harris
Candidate for Arcata City Council

Carlos

Esqueda Jr

in Arcata she said that it was not
an issue she had been asked to
look into.
Thomas
Bruner,
econom
ics lecturer at HSU, offered his

own opinion, “Price caps don't
work, because of supply and demand.”
Bruner said that rent Control

would place a bigger gap be
tween the wealthy and poor by
decreasing the supply of available
rentals.
Residents
who
hold onto their rent-controlled

renters in Arcata.

“My own rent is up 40 percent
in three years,” Harris said.
When City Attorney Nancy
Diamond was asked about the legalities of a rent control program

housing
by

often

subletting

drive
the

up

units

prices
to

oth-

ers.

see HOUSING, next page
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Accoustic Guitar * Sat. Sep 30 6-9 PM

No Cover Charge
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Candidates have alternatives

continued from previous page
Still, Harris said that Arcata can benefit
from rent control. If elected, he said he will
make it his first order of business to sponsor consideration of rent control policy.
“City leadership has been callously in-

plan does not include garages or additional parking spots because he wants to en-

courage a community that walks, bikes and
shuttles around town.
As far as implementing such a grand

different to this issue; Harris said.

plan, Schwartz

Jeffrey Dean Schwartz also has a plan to
benefit Arcata. His plan is to provide ad-

the developer.
:
The-land, which he cites as the biggest cost, would come from currently
abandoned, city-owned property.
Another
advocate
for affordable
housing is former Mayor of Arcata, Alex
Stillman.
She envisions affordable housing for
students, homeless, seniors, and indi-

ditional housing to meet the needs of the
community in a way that keeps the environment in mind.
He calls this process smart growth
and refers to policies governing transportation and land use planning in urban areas.
Advocates want to benefit
the community and preserve the natural environment. Schwartz is one such
advocate.

He wants to use vacant lots and
abandoned industrial property to build
square blocks of multi-family homes.
“These would entail two-to-three
flats per house with larger units on top
for sale or for rent,” he said. “Smaller
studios on the bottom level would also
be available, but geared toward singleoccupancy renters, such as students.”
These homes would all share gardens
in the back and use as much solar power
as possible.
Ihe housing would be built. within
walking distance to the Plaza. Schwartz's

viduals

on

said the city would

fixed

income,

in the

form

be

of

“We're going to have to be proactive to be problem solvers.”
Alex Stillman
Candidate for Arcata City Council

Single Residential Occupancies (SROs)
and condominiums,
SROs are small
units that allow individuals a safe place
to live, Stillman said.
“We're going to have to be proactive
to be problem solvers,” she said.
She also recognizes a need for a spe-

cific group of older women, who may
not qualify for low-income housing and
do not want the responsibility of upkeep.
For this, Stillman suggests larger apartments or condominiums,
Stillman would also like to see more collaboration between HSU and the town.
This is a concern echoed by candidate
Michael Winkler.
Winkler, a member of the city’s plan-

ning commission

said the expansion

of

HSU threatens existing housing.
He notes the University’s master plan
proposal to double enrollment in the
next 40 years and shows concern for
the potential impact this could have in
Arcata.

He supports keeping HSU within existing boundaries.
His solution for this, and for much of
the other residential needs, is mixed-use

housing.
Winkler, an energy research engineer,
is another proponent of “smart growth”
policies. He supports denser development in an already populated area and
protections against sprawl.
As a member of the Planning Commission, he required each major development to include affordable units for both
purchase and rental.

New

commercial

al buildings

were

and

industri-

required

to include

apartments. He hopes to continue the
same pattern in future Arcata development.
Winkler
supports
secondary,
or

“mother-in-law” units on existing property and in new construction.

He also would like to
for construction on smaller
would allow for additional
ease the crunch.
Winkler believes the cause
ing problem includes outside

see zoning
lots. This
housing to
of the housentities in-

vesting money into Arcata real estate.

This is a factor Harris agreed with
and said occurred since the “dot.com
era, when many investors poured money into Northern California real estate.
Harris cited pressures from the student population as another reason why
we have a rental housing problem in
town. There is a great demand in the
rental market, which causes landlords to
drive up prices.
Students can afford this dynamic because they often have the help of student
aid and parents, Harris said.
Those looking for more information on
these candidates or their plans for housing in Arcata should visit www.smartvoter.org.
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Jacks fall short of defeating unbeaten Cal State San Bernardino

coe
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photos

Senior libero Maya

Domoto

(left) sets up a spike for junior

Sophomore

outside hitter Katie Norkunas (right).

Liz Shannon

by Eric

:

WAAR

Hedstrom

(11) looks on as senior Courtney

Lee (right) launches the bail at the Coyotes’ defense.

Kyle Girimonte
kjg32@humboldt.edu

When powerhouse Cal State San Bernadino arrived in
the East Gym on Saturday night, everybody in the building
knew it was going to be a big test for the Lady ‘Jacks.
No. 7 nationally ranked
San
Bernardino
remained
undefeated,
claiming
a 3-0
win
(30-21,
30-20,

30-23)

over

Humboldt

in

California

Col-

gy jumping to a 7-2 lead. Humboldt kept fighting, but fell
— short when San Bernardino pulled away scoring six unanswered points.
“When the other team goes on runs like they did tonight, we have to stay mentally stable and not get down on
ourselves,’

the game but broke down towards the end,” Kinzer said.
“They're a good team but we beat ourselves tonight. We
had way too many mistakes out there.”
Despite the loss to a heavily favored opponent, the Lady
‘Jacks are optimistic and ready to continue their season.

senior libero Maya Domoto said.

“As a team we want to control and dictate the game, but

In game three, the Lady ‘Jacks played better than they
“They’re

a good

team,

but we

beat ourselves

did all night.

With

Kristen Kinzer and Domoto

leading

tonight. We had way too many mistakes out

veadluge a

there.”

*Humboldt had a 12-6 lead, but like San Bernardino
had been doing all night, they remained persistent and
overcame what the Lady ‘Jacks had to offer.
The Coyotes went f to win 11 of the following 14

;
oi
Kristen Kinzer

semen

ine

=

HSU senior middleblocker
ano nenenentes
——_

;
points

:
to put

the Coyotes point for point early

themselves

;
“as
in position

to take game

three

;

t
‘‘When

the other team

goes

on

runs

like they

i

Gig tonight, we have to stay mentally stable
and

not get down

on ourselves.”
f
Maya Domoto
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HSU senior libero
fe

and the straight-games victory.
legiate
Athletic
Association
volleyball _ action.
“They're a good team, if we could have played more
The ‘Jacks fall to 6-6 overall and 3-5 in conference play
consistent the match could have gone either way.’ Domowhen we play at their pace and not our own, it seems like
while the Coyotes improve to 13-0 overall and 8-0 in the _ to said.
were always just a step behind,” senior Courtney Lee said.
association.
Kinzer and sophomore middle blocker Mallory Briney
“As long as we all stay positive we can overcome any de
San Bernardino controlled and dictated the pace of all
each had five kills as well as four blocks apiece, while jufeat.’
three games. In game one, HSU played strong and hung _ nior outside hitter Katie Norkunas added four kills. Olivia
LiSU travels to Cal Siate Dominquez Hills on Friday.
with the undefeated squad. It wasn’t until late that San
Solomon and Lynsey Adams both played hard throughout — ‘The ‘Jacks next home game will be in the East Gym on Oct.
Bernardino pulled away for the nine-point victory.
the night and made impressive plays. Domoto had a game7 against Cal State Monterey Bay. First serve is set for 7
And it didn't stop there.
high 10 digs.
p.m,
“Our communication was good at the beginning of
In game two, the Coyotes came out with explosive ener

y
if
iS
‘
&
E
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Early goals lead to sixth win for men’s soccer

Stanislaus Warriors 2-1.
A day after setting a school record with 16 goals

against Pacific Union College, goals were a
harder to come by against Stanislaus.

‘Jacks defense until the Warriors scored a goal in the

little

Added to the storyline was a Stanislaus coach’s
return to Humboldt. Assistant coach Mark Vallee is
the former head coach at Arcata High School.
The ‘Jacks struck first in the
7th

minute

on

a controversial

call in the penalty box. Jon Es-

eman

buried the penalty kick

into the back of the net. The
goal was Eseman’s fifth of the
season.
‘The ‘Jacks put another goal
on the board in the 38th minute, although it too was argued

“If
in

you
this

|ose.

have

final minute of play, coming off the foot of forward
Dominic Figueroa.
“Our defense responded as well as I have seen all
season,’ senior Keith Lambert said. “They rose to the
challenge today and they have been a big part of our
team all season.”
The ‘Jacks, who improved to
one bad day 6-2-1 on the year, go on a cru-

conference,
Every

team

you
is

2.
a

in town!
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fornia to face Cal State Dominguez Hills and UC San Diego
of beating anybody.”
before traveling to Sonoma
State.
Eric Webster
“We need a better and consistent second half, Cumbo
HSU junior midfielder
said. “We need to play a comby Stanislaus.
SS eee ee tenant enol
With the Warriors on the attack, HSU goalkeeper
plete 90-minute game to do well this upcoming road
trip.”
Drew Ryan picked up a loose ball, which the Warriors argued was passed back. With the Warriors
Dominguez Hills, which is ranked eighth in the
nation, is 7-3 on the year and lost their last game
screaming at the referee, Ryan found sophomore
midfielder Matt Colwell outside the penalty box,
against Cal State Los Angeles 3-2. UC San Diego,
which is 6-2-1 on the year, fell to Cal State Bakerswho then sent a long ball to senior defender Dane
field in their last game.
Valadao, who was streaking down the middle of the
The ‘Jacks final game of their road trip pits them
field. The Arcata native beat the onrushing goalkeepagainst Sonoma State, who beat the ‘Jacks 3-1 two
er to make the score 2-0.
weeks ago. Sonoma State is the only unbeaten team
“I was dead after that,” Valadao said. “It’s always
in California Collegiate Athletic Association play.
close when we play them, and it was nice to beat my
“If you have one bad day in this conference, you
former coach.”
will loose.’ junior midfielder Eric Webster said. “EvThe second half was time for the ‘Jacks defense to
ery team is capable of beating anybody.”
shine with the Warriors turning on the attack. Stan-

off*

your take-out or dine-in order!
Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

AuneN

761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza

cial road trip to Southern Cali-

capable

T Eayey

Call for to-go orders
or reservations

822-6105
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the referees, the ‘Jacks defeated the Cal State
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islaus recorded seven shots in the second half, five of
which were on goal.
“Drew has been on fire,” said HSU Head Coach
Andy Cumbo. Ryan had nine saves for the game.
Every effort by Stanislaus was stopped by the

With a strong effort on defense and a little help

rr

7)
©
mM

Daniel Penza
djp28@humboldt.edu

‘The sun was not the only thing shining down on
the HSU soccer field on Friday.

=

SS

All smiles for women’s soccer
Senior midfielder Kim

Halloran(16) celebrates her

Factory Scheduled
Maintenance

game-wnning goal after the

‘Jacks defeated Cal State
Stanislaus 2-1 on Friday.

Halloran’s goal, which was
her team-leading 5th of
the season and 2nd in the

Maintaining & Repairing

game, came 32 seconds
into overtime. The win was
the ‘Jacks’ sixth overall and
fourth at home.

Students’ Cars Since 1961
929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) + Eureka + California 95501

www.leons-carcare.com

Allison K. Sampité
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‘Jacks dominate Warriors
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oils and creams.
Football

Sept. 23 versus Dixie College Rebels
a
fn

y Desi
Marian Bra

—

Won 48-28

(

Volleyball

er

S

’

Sept. 22 versus Cal Poly Pomona Broncos
Won 3-0 (30-28, 30-20, 32-30)

Ny

Sept. 23 versus Cal State San Bernardino Coyotes

nNeS5

x

Lost 3-0 (21-30, 20-30, 23-30)
i

1031

bs

H St.

¢ Arcata

822-3450

Men’s Soccer
Sept. 21 versus Pacific Union College Pioneers
Won

16-0

Sept. 22 versus Cal State Stanislaus Warriors
Won

2-1

Sept. 24 versus Chico State Wildcats
Lost

1-0

Women’s Soccer
Sept. 22 versus Cal State Stanislaus Warriors
Won 2-1]

Sept. 24 versus Chico State Wildcats
Tied 1-1

AT PERIGOT PARK
IN BLUE LAKE |

FEATURING
A MEDIEVAL
~. VILLAGE ATMOSPHERE
GREAT MUSIC
LIVE JOUSTING &
HISTORICAL
RE-ENACTMENTS

Football
Sept. 30 versus Southern Oregon Raiders 6 p.m.

Volleyball
Sept. 29 at Cal State Dominguez Hills Toros 7 p.m.
Sept. 30 at UC San Diego Tritons 7 p.m.
?

Men’s Soccer
Sept. 27 versus Simpson College Red Hawks 4 p.m.
Sept. 29 at Cal State Dominguez Hills Toros 7 p.m.
Oct. 1 at UC San Diego Tritons 11 a.m.
Women’s Soccer
Sept. 29 at Cal State Dominguez Hills Toros 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 1 at UC San Diego Tritons 12:30 p.m.

TEMPEST
CHIRGILCHIN

Upcoming Games Sept. 27-Oct. 3

(THE MASTER

THROAT

SINGERS

THE DRUID SISTERS TEA PARTY
SCATTER THE MUD
SHAKE THE BARD THEATRE Co.
SEABURY GOULD
VAGABOND PLAYERS
SHOEBOX PUPPET THEATER
DAN O'GARA
AND MANY MORE.
GATES OPEN AT 10:00 AM BOTH DAYS
TICKETS AT THE GATE ONLY $10 PER DAY

VISIT WWW.MATEEL.ORG FOR MORE INFO.

OF TUVA)
Cross Country
Sept. 30 Willamette Invitational at Salem, Oregon
Team Records (as of Sept. 26)
Football
2-1]

Volleyball
6-6

Overall, 3-5 CCAA

Men’s Soccer
6-3-1 Overall,
Women’s
6-4-1

O)vet

3-3-1

CCAA

Soccer
ll
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a
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Football:
HSU versus Southern Oregon Raiders
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Garrett

played

in the Redwood

State football team

Bowl, the offense struggled

to overcome turnovers and penalties in a 20-0 shut
out at the hands of Central Washington.
When the ‘Jacks host the Southern Oregon Raid
ers on Saturday at 6 p.m., the offense should have no
problem scoring points.
‘The ‘Jacks’ erupted for six touchdowns and two
field goals in their 48-28 victory over Dixie College

on Saturday. The 199 yards rushing and 260 yards
passing were season highs for HSU.
“The offensive line was really solid.” said sopho
more ruining back Kenny Ruf
fino. “It feels good to get the win.
“We just have

of those came

pleted

10 of 20 passes for

Moorman,

248

yards and

who

com

two

touch

in the fourth quarter when

Raiders’ defense

the team

Raiders could

the

Central Washington

game

will be key

ern Oregon must force
offense to have a chance

the

a lot from

‘Jacks

from

more
than 20 points,
its second loss at home

scoring

HSU

hand

as well. South

turnovers and pressure the
at winning. If they
can keep

just have to make

takes in crucial situations,
[he defense
[he

‘Jacks’

lege

and

[he

28

continues

forced
held

points

the

four

Moorman
to be the

turnovers

Rebel’s

allowed

plays and

offense

were

not
saic

make

to just

Moorman
\

homecoming

team’s

against

mis

{

Hopetully

strength
Dixie
248

a season-high,

Col

year
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Muddy’s Hot Cup
will open for live music and entertainment.

The new cafe’ will offer a new menu with deli
style breakfast and lunch in addition to all of
the famous Muddy’s coffee drinks and shakes
Third Thursday of the month, spoken word
with Jen Savage and Brendon Auto.
The Flim Flam Band

season

“We

wv. PLneem
Fone
een ances

the ‘Jacks

Western Oregon at home on Saturday.

downs in the win over the Rebels, said last week that
learned

Contact:

Prof. Rosamei S. Benavides-Garb, UA 137
826-3159,
World Languages and Cultures Office 826-3226

were ahead by three touchdowns.
‘
HSU must keep their offensive momentum going. The defense has proven that they can keep opponents out of the end zone and make big plays when
the opposing offense needs only a yard or two. However, if the offense plays like they did against Central Washington then Southern Oregon has a great
chance of winning this game.
The Raiders come in after suffering a 38-0 loss to

The
Blake

Thursday, October 5 at 5:00 p.m.
University Annex 150

i

The Raiders’ offense accumulated only 127 yards
against the Wolves while the deto make plays fense gave up a season-high 421
yards. Southern Oregon was also
It gives us a lot of confidence
and
not
make
mistakes
in
hurt by five turnovers, with three
heading into homecoming.”
of those coming via interceptions
Head Coach Doug Adkins
crucial situations.”
thrown by quarterback Casey
said after the game that he was
Mitchell.
pleased with the offense’s per
Blake
Moorman
If Southern Oregon is to win
formance, especially the way the
HSU senior quarterback
this game, the Raiders must put
‘Jacks ran the ball.
points on the board. They have
“Our running game was real
scored only 19 points in three
ly solid in the second half,” said
games and in two of those games
Adkins. “That's an important el
the
offense
scored
three
points o1 less
ement we've been counting on. It makes us a much
better football team.”
Senior quarterback

SECOND AND LAST INFORMATIONAL MEETING

Purchio

hs _gap13@humboldt.edu

‘The last time the Humboldt

Language and Culture
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The HSU offense prepares for a play against the Western Washington Vikings during the season opener.
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Spend this coming Spring Semester in
Quito, Ecuador
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more. We're really looking to use

Humboldt’s expertise to help the
city with our development,’ Ma-

Ashley Bailey
abb17@humboldt.edu
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“smart

ties,” also
growth.”
Competing priorities include
quality of life, economic change
and environmental protection.
This isn’t the first time HSU has
considered’ doubling enrollment.
In 1967, there were 3,891 students.
The 1971 master plan predicted
10,000 full-time students by 1980.
That did not happen.
In 1974, enrollment topped
and
students
full-time
7,500
Enroll.
dropped to 5,865 students
ment didn't meet 1974 standards
until 1991, at 7,824 students.
Currently, HSU has 7,550 students.
Richmond and Vice President
of Administrative Affairs Carl
Coffey could not be contacted for
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will have less of a focus on individ

ual students,”. Alex Scherbatskoy,
three-year Arcata resident, said. “I
would prefer to see [Arcata] small,

A
concern
for
Redwood
Yogurt’s ownScott
er
Winfield is
the price
hike
on
housing

oe
Ane
Pd
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ce

quality is more important.”
Snow feels that not only will
the Humboldt State experience
change, but so will the quality
of culture in Arcata.
“Anything
you
could
possibly imagine makes us
unique,” Snow said. “Arcata

,
eet, te
ventas, Er.P GPs xae

Jacoby
eee

is different

et

“i

Courtesy of www.arcatacityhall.org

as more stu-

comment by deadline.
However, Richmond released a
statement saying he believes “four decades will give the North Coast community plenty of time to prepare.”
Arcata residents have differing
viewpoints on whether this is a
good idea for Humboldt County.
The first problem residents
have is housing for students.
“t don't mind, providing that

Winfield said. “Students and retirees will be the only people that
can live here.”
Although housing prices will
increase, local businesses and
Arcata as a whole may benefit
from the increased business.
“Economically, it would help
the whole county, we're going to

ter housing,” Arcata Farmer's Mar
ket Founder Marilyn Kelly said.
“If they can't accommodate
that, they shouldn't bring in any
more students.”

a
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dents settle in.
“Real estate will go from ex

they have more parking and bet-
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target enrollment ceiling of 12,000 full-time
students by 2040.
Richmond’s
plan
encourages “consciously ba.
ancing

od

tion,’ he said
Planning eCommissioner and Arcata City
Council Candidate Miagrees
Winkler
chael
some
been
has
that there
communication between
the city and university, but
not enough.
“It feels like the city is [following] its plan and the uni
versity is following its plan,”
Winkler said. “I don't think
weve adjusted the planning
process in where this increased
population is going to live.”
Humboldt State is known for
its quality of education and some
think that doubling the enroll
ment may jeopardize that.
“It seems like a bigger school

ee

opment,

S

of parking, traffic and pollu-

x

f

2

Body, in regards to the
master plan and its effects on Arcata.
Snow
has_
concerns
doued
with the propos
bling of enrollment at
HSU recently endorsed
by Humboldt State President Rollin Richmond.
The
master
plan,
future
for
nt
a bluepri
goals in HSU’s devel-

ERMC

za, we'll be walking to a strip
mall.” This is the opinion
of Tony Snow, president
of the Humboldt State
Associated
Student

TT

chi said. “Environmentally, it’s not
going to be a problem.”
“Hopefully with HSU we can
come up with ways to have better
mass transit and cut the problems

“Instead of walking to the pla-

tremely high to another universe,”

rely

on

students

to

support

our

economy,’ Winfield said.
Arcata Community Develop
ment Director Tom Conlon agrees.
“More students [are] good
from a commercial standpoint,

more people means
and services,” Conlon
More people also
planning to protect
ment.

Professor

more goods
said.
means more
the environ

Yvonne

Everett

believes that if well-planned, the
doubling of enrollment will not
drastically change Arcata.
“Preparing for growth in
volves a lot of communication
and collaboration to plan for
physical infrastructure that in
corporates greater environmen
tal awareness and social respon
sibility,’ Everett said.

“If carefully planned, Arcata
might not look and feel very much
different than it does now.’
Everett

encourages

new

to save

energy

cam

to protect

protection

we

we develop, we
something _ else,
Arcata,” he said.
said that it’s nec
develop, but wants
quality of life in

“I think it’s necessary for HSU
to expand,

the environment.
Environmental

[because]

culture of a small

Arcata.

pus construction to help incorpo
rate green building design tech
niques

have a
town.”
“When
become
we're not
Winkler
essary that we
to protect the

is

already being planned for by the
city of Arcata. Mayor Michael
Machi said that problems are be
ing worked out through collabo
ration with HSU.
“We have partnered so much

it’s an

important

step

to take.” he said.
Machi encourages the com
munity be involved in what is
happening. Residents or students
with

concerns

can

go

to

Arcata

City Council meetings.
They're held on the first and
third Wednesdays at 7 p.m. at
City Hall.

\
d
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Some key issues addressed in

fe

aati

HSU master plan
1. Close streets inside campus except for emergency vehicles
2. Create an open-air classroom/amphitheater
3. Emphasize natural environment by bringing forest into campus
4. Uncover existing natural streams and connect new streams

use
the
Aa-

can
tter

° disc golf
accessories

* clothing
* hookahs
° glass art

815 9th St., Arcata
822-7420

Compiled from the HSU master plan

ms

* volcanoes

Upp, aus

5. Construct four parking garages on outskirts of campus
6. Major renovations to and elimination of existing buildings

not

* local glass pieces

llu-

Looking out for children
Advocates

train to be a voice for the voiceless

yme

HSU

social

roll

“Our goal is to advocate, to seek

agency
work

intern

and

senior,

said.

the best interest for the child.”

and

“The court appoints us, we go
hang out with the kids for

nce
ality
yuld
us
cata

we
nall
we

Court Appointed Special Ad
vocates is looking for stu
dents who may want to vol
unteer. This year marks the
15th anniversary of the agen
cy, a group that trains volun
teers to represent foster chil
dren in court.
Doing what is in the best
interest

of a foster child

“We speak for the children.
goal is to advocate, to seek
best interest for the child.”
Fawn
HSU

isn’t as

simple as it may seem.
Agency intern and first-year
graduate with a HSU master’s in

else,

social work, Janet Wood

1.

1SU

“It's not always what the child
wants or what the county wants,”
she said.
Prospective advocates must
complete
a 30-hour
training
where they learn laws, read lit

step

erature,

nec
rants
in

tools
om

at

is

lents

rcata

and
ty

Doble said students have to
be at least 21-years-old without a
criminal background, including a
conviction of driving under the
influence.

about an hour a week,” she said.
The
non-profit
agency

will

e

for at least a year, Doble said,
“sometimes longer than a year.”

Ot

watch

to deal

videos

“Your

with issues

than

just

spend

with

the child

the

looks

at

things
own

in

said

the

some

of

are

hours

you

you're as

agency
the

also

difficult

advocate’s

life.

“If you've lost a parent or been
sexually abused, they ask ‘Can you
handle these cases?” Grenz said.

learn

For those who may not fit the

as

criteria for becoming an advocate,

child abuse.
“We go through so much in
that class,” Grenz said.
Following the training and as

there are other ways to volunteer.

signment

to a child, the program

requires

advocates

minimum

of one

to
hour

spend
per

week

with a foster child and to speak
on their behalf in court.
How

a

The

fourth

County

Kids

annual
Walk

said.

Humboldt

for

CASA

programs to help foster children
who are having educational
difficulties.
Our
The employees and in
terns
emphasized how much
the
the community supports the
program and hope students
at Humboldt State will too.
Doble

said

over

half

the agency's funding comes
from community
support
like the Kids Walk, the ben
efit and business partnerships.
She said Safeway has a pro
gram through their club card that
donates a percentage of what peo
ple spend to the agency, and they
get almost $1,000 a month this
way alone.
The agency currently has four
interns who work in Humboldt

County.

volunteers.
They have training sessions
throughout the year, with the
next one beginning the week of
Sept.

“The

students

sity with the community for a
much more richer, fuller educa

and auction

Doble said the agency
to

start

a

tion,’ she said

in February.
club

at

plans

Humboldt

bridge

the

a major

obligation

dinner

to

have
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Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause

F
Rb

Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries

A

A
F

Most

aaa

en

& Neck Problems?
HEADACHES?

Insurance

Accepted,

Painless

Payment

Plans

‘Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,
Chiropractors

A

Y

$

26

is
in

holds

Gas-Stereo

They also have 60 active

Oct.

also

Cleaning
Free Fillings

New Patients
Welcome

of

students can participate
agency

Treatment

Emergency
3
Y Care

cies statewide are setting up pilot

held

Saturday,

7

Because of statistics

which
Ihe

Ultra
Nitrous

Teeth

Canal

like this one, she said that agen-

being

on

/

Mercury

“Eighty percent of foster chil
dren perform below grade level;
Wood

D
Bonding

Wisdom

)

Root

Inc.

Dental Office

Cosmetic

social work senior

CASA

a potential

Arcata

looking for tutors.

Grenz

signed to,” Wood said.

Grenz

such

at

more

said.

and

actions

ways

a
Ei sa.
R. Bautista, DMD

see

Grenz,

the time commitment

Sonia

SSS E

Fawn

can make

State for those
who may not
meet the age requirement to
become an advocate.
Wood said the agency is also
lookingat working
with local schools
to help with educational issues.
She said the organization is al

univer

f
F

A

~~

ing an advocate that exclude some
Humboldt State students.
“We're looking for people who

for

hool
vid
koy,
er
nall,

a volunteer

Not everyone in this society
can speak for themselves, yet fos
ter children, being among them,
can have a voice.
‘We speak for the children,”

sed

Doble,

coordinator with the agency, said
there are stipulations to becom

ini

an,
ink
ing

Yvonne

tos2@humboldt.edu
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MONDAY THROUGH

OPEN

FRIDAY

TO 5:30 PM

8:00AM

Most CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SS Chevron
Lubricants

- LAMP

- BRAKE

SMOG

REPAIR

AUTO

e COMPLETE

°

°* TIRES

CERTIFICATION

822-1975
1903

Courtesy of

RD.

HEINDON

‘$3.00 | $3.00

F ction; |
|1; SmogOFInspe
F
|'_ubeOF
, Oil, & Filter
:
| no appointment
neccasary

\

:

| call for appointment

ce

[Ton

Open Mon-Fri @ 7am; Sat & Sun @ 9am
Close Daily @ 10pm

Hot Coffee, Espresso and Pastries
Breakfast: Join us for some Breakfast Burritos

Salads, Giant Deli Sandwiches, Fresh Pizza,
Delicious Brownies and Much More

Foose Ball « Beer on Tap * Wine Selection

$2 Pints

Every Sat at 5 pm

Barbeque!

Chicken Kebabs Salad ¢ Garlic Bread
Many Locally Produced & Organic Products

Wireless Internet
Friday is Womens’ Singer/Songwriter Night
From 7 to Late

Just north of Campus,at
gata

te

ma

f

mer

AY

COrme;?r

met

OF

Wat

LA

i

VVOOU

gall

Phone in your orders!
oe

oe

=

-—

=

8322-3453

a

and California Avenue

Ola rye e eee
Open Daily

Moon

follows.

A person

can reach a state of enlightenment
complete
becoming
through
moment.
the
in
ess
ly emotionl
Samurais used the concept to help
them in battle. Skateboarders use
it as well.
For five years, Lucian Moon
has been graphic designer for the
He
company, Satori Movement.
Yelis head of the new company
low Brand Skateboards and his
artwork and photos can be seen
in skateboard magazines and on a
wall near you.

You are the graphic design-

a

recognized skater in the skateboarding industry.
How do you find time for
it all?
It seems like a lot to handle,
but right now I show up to work
at noon

and leave at 6 p.m.

find so much
out until 2 a.m.

AD

BEA

EN

EIT

2

Tell me about
Skateboards?

Yellow

Brand

Yellow Brand is a pop-art ver
sion

of pure

consumerism.

It’s

like selling a generic product.
Does that mean that Yellow
Brand Skateboards is a mockery
of consumerism?
Yes. It’s plain, it’s generic, it’s
Yellow Brand. So you expect to
buy just mass-produced generic
products. But then again, everything it is and everything you see
is giving you something to work
with but it’s coming from this generic marketing angle.
Like, premium product, lowest

prices,

cleaner,

better,

stron-

ger, faster household products to
make your life easier.
How is life in San Francisco?
‘The rent is great. The availability for apartments is back to nor
mal. ‘There are all kinds of new
things happening in San Francisco, and the weather is great.

I even

time that I can go

Did

you

move

to San

[ moved to Arcata to get things
done with Satori Movement. Then,
the

Fran-

cisco because you couldn't adequately attend to your obligations up here in Arcata?

company

whole

moved

back

down to San Francisco in order for
them to be more productive.
So, I was actually in San Fran
cisco first, Humboldt second and
now

Then

| might go do some artwork on
the walls for an hour or so.

SR

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Satori is a Japanese philosophy
Lucian

SE TSEC

ORAL

Efferson

You
er for Satori Movement.
Brand
Yellow
of
are the owner
Skateboards. You are also a well-

“Open Mic” is Thursday at 7pm

420 California Avenue

D. Artist

|

ade8@humboldt.edu

Happy Hour Every Day!! 6-7 PM

B. Businessman

A. Graphic designer
C. Skateboarder

A. Dominic

Home of the World's Greatest mye

Moon

Lucian

ARCATA

Lucian Moon

I’m back in San Francisco.

Do you ever miss Humboldt
County?
Oh yes, I miss it, at least once a

week, majorly.
Do you have any plans on returning?

~

I hope to real soon.
How do you feel that Humboldt County has influenced
your skateboarding, your artwork and your way of life?
Humboldt has influenced me
in a pretty good way. Living in
Humboldt is a nice way to get
things done while living in a natural envirohment. Humboldt of
fers skateboarding a relaxed at
mosphere and plenty of nature. It
is good for the yin and the yang.
As well as being a business
owner, a graphic designer and
a skater you are also an artist.

see SPOTLIGHT, next page
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SPOTLIGHT: The Yin and Yang |

continued
from previous

page

Can you tell me a little about
your artwork?
My artwork is a product of
whatever is in my head. It could
come in any medium.
So, your artwork could be in
paint, charcoal, pencil or photography.
Well, at the moment my art is
skateboard advertisements, but it
was a lot of paint back in the day.
A lot of it is like a yin and yang.
I sit on the computer, do art and
then after work I'll go and do
graffiti on the walls. I have art in
magazines and art on walls.
Either way, without seeing me,

a}

y JA

I ONLY JOINED UP FOR
THE COLLEGE MONEY!

my art is in your face.

www.yellowbrand.com

What does that phrase yin
and yang mean to you?
For my art, I am doing
an extreme
yin and yang. I used to docanvas
art.
Now, all of my art is in a computer,
which ends up in magazines.
And the yang to that yin is

loon

that I do graffiti and illegal artwork on walls, and you have to
see it whether you like it or not.
And that is the yin and the yang.
Satori Movement

hen,
k

tr for

and

roldt
a

nm re-

ium-

nced
art-

1 me
g in
»

get
nat

it of
1 at
re.

i.

Trust”

be am exprooren!)

Artwork by Lucian Moon

an incredibly clever name for a
skateboard wheel company.
Yeah, or we could just market
something else like sex, drugs
and rock ‘r roll.
That
is skateboarding.
We
should just put that on our wheels.

ganic friendly products, clothing
and accessories.
We also sell random things like
hemp balm, therapeutic medicine

you a peaceful non-consumer?
No, I’m a very dangerous agro-

and girls clothing.

Is Satori Movement just a
wheel company?
Satori sells wheels, hemp, or-

So, Satori is about being a
peaceful warrior and Yellow is out
to mock consumer-culture. Are

Are there any last things that
youd like to say to the people in
Humboldt County?
Yeah, it is paradise up there.
Hopefully all those skateboard-

We actually have a nice line of
girls clothing at this moment.

major-consumer.

give up.
Keep it real.
It’s better up there than it is
down here. Don't get too comfortable. Make some waves and
break some laws.

ers, graffiti writers and artists behind the Redwood Curtain won't

Your source for information on

local outdoor destinations,
events, and conditions.
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onquesting “The Sleepers”:
A fresh p ortrayal of Whitman’s dynamic dreamfest
Renee C. Rivas

e

rcr12@humboldt.edu

Courtesy of
Kevin Peer
and Rosa
Rashall

HSU’s

film and
partment

place,” Butcher said.
And magical is
the main idea of
this presentation.

theater,

dance depresent

“A Journey Before
Waking, an interpretation of Walt
Whitman's imaginative poem, “The

The

bring

to

Whitman's

press the thoughts
and words of the
poem

“In

the poem,
the narrator enters into the dream
worlds of other people and gains greater perception and

in

more

than one theatric
form.
There is orig
inal music com
posed

show’s_ choreographers
and an assistant professor at HSU, said.

The department worked
tirelessly in sharing ideas to
create this remarkable piece of

work shown in Gist Hall for five
consecutive nights. The journey began at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 26

and continues through Saturday, Sept.
30. There will also be a special matinee performance on Sunday, Oct. 1 at 2 p.m.
Several elements went into creating the performance. Dancers share ideas, improvise, video tape
each other and work out niches in the movement. There
are also the rudiments of photo design, Stage design, light
ing and music that the crew has to deal with.
“We came to the concept in the spring and started get
ting dancers together in the summer,’ Butcher said.
The forming of the dance movements is an inventive,
intricate and time-consuming process. Athena Clune, a
dancer in this production and a recent HSU art graduate
with a minor in dancing, said that everyone involved in
this production has worked at least two-and-a-half hours a
day at least four days a week on this project alone.

Clune

by

J.

Brian

Post, a Humboldt
State music professor, and Lila Nelson,
a local celebrity who is
making a name for herself outside of Humboldt
County. Nelson is a popular performer and folk songwriter. She is also choreographer Jandy Bergmann’s younger
sister. Many of the other Nelson
sisters involve themselves with HSU
theater, film and dance productions.
“I changed all their diapers,” Bergmann

awareness of the human condition,” Sharon Butcher, one of the

|
|

is

poem to life to ex

Sleepers.”

“It starts with people just trying to invent things,’
said.

theme

“We all get to gether and start inventing movement.
We video tape it, watch it, and use themes to develop from
there,” she said.
Dancers and choreographers are not the only ones putting in full-time hours on the gig. Emily Blanche, the light
ing designer for this production, is making her mark.
“She is really impressing me,’ Butcher said of Blanche’s
designs.
Because Blanche is a very young lighting designer, this
is her first big project. “She is making it a very magical

said.
Bergmann not only serves as a choreographer
in this production, but also as the principle dancer,
who is portrayed as the narrator of Whitman's poem and
interacts with the dreams of other dreamers.
“It’s about a journey into darkness that results in greater
understanding and compassion,” Bergmann said.
Because this production is in the smaller theater of Gist
Hall, it is recommended to reserve seats as soon as possi
ble. Tickets can be purchased by calling (707) 826-3928 or
visiting the HSU ticket office located in the campus book
store. Ticket prices for this production are $10 for the gen
eral public, $8 for HSU students and limited free seats for
HSU students.
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rocks with local artists
Bryan Radzin
brr5@humboldt.edu

Psychedelic space punk and energetic soulful guitar sounds enveloped the crowd at the _ celebrate the gift of music.”
Old Town Fall Concert Series. The old-school punk sound of The Monster Women and
Tamaras’ two-person collaboration contrasts with the large group and special effects
the get-up-and-dance rock ‘nr’ roll from Tamaras were heard on the corner of Third and E
that make up the music scene today.
Streets in Old Town Eureka on Saturday, Sept. 23.
“I try to stay positive in my music, because everything is a ripple effect,’ Tamaras said.
“This whole thing was kind of an open project,’ said co-founder of HumboldtMusic.
“My goal is to make people feel good, and dance and be happy. We are on this planet for a
com, Eldin Green. “We have been trying to make it an
very short time, and people need to get up and dance and
annual event for a long time.”
take time to smell the flowers.”
The show began with the confident Monster WomThe songs “Atmosphere, “Pedestal; “Grace” and
en bringing out their wild scene of outfits, playing mu“Freed” proved to the audience that Tamaras has the
sic reminiscent of a psychedelic journey and a ‘60s
confidence of Ani Difranco, the grace of Jewel and the
punk reunion.
strength of Melissa Etheridge.
“We are just out there to have fun,” said lead singer
“We already did one show on the 16th, and we will do
Courtney Jaxon in a pink-sequined dress and hair to
two more after this one, on the next two Saturdays, the
match. “We are not trying to put a certain message in
30th and Oct. 7th,” Green said. Both shows will be from
our songs, we just want people to hear it, because mu1-5 p.m. in front of the Opera Valley Bistro across from
Old Town Coffee and Chocolates. This Saturday will feasic helps people communicate.”
With songs like “Heart Shaped Scab,’ “Zombie” and
ture the bluegrass sounds of Huckleberry Flint, along
with Don's Neighbors and Don DaVinci.
“Space Girl Espionage,’ The Monster Women took a
“When Mike Craghead and I started HumboldtMusic.
creative stab at the mainstream assembly-line music
com we wanted to create a scene where local musicians
scene.
could congregate and get their music out to the public,”
“The way the whole independent music is strucGreen said. “With these concerts, we have continued that
tured, it craves and thrives on creativity,’ drummer
tradition.”
Aimee Taylor said. “The mainstream tries to pump
Colleen Roberts
With the first two shows in the bag, and more peolisteners with what they want them to hear. With InLead singer of The Monster Women, Courtney Jaxon
ple showing up each time, the Old Town Fall Concerts
die music, we have more opportunity to take our place
(front), and drummer Aimee Taylor (back), entertain the
should be a success for many years to come. Visit Humamongst the listeners.”
crowd at the Old Town Fall Concert Series in Old Town
boldtMusic.com for more information.
After the Monster Women played, singer and song
Eureka on Saturday, Sept. 23.
“I don't know what I'd do If I didn’t play music,” Tamwriter Tamaras and drummer Nate Kaplan took the
aras said. “It saved me from a poor dysfunctional upbringing, and gave me an outlet to
stage and brought down the house.
“Music is important to the person playing it for their own self expression,’ Tamaras
voice my feelings. I just want to share the creative voice of one everyday person to another.”
said. “The people listening also need it because it helps them relate to other people and
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Documenting Cannabis:
How does your garden grow?
Joseph Clerici
jac100@humboldt.edu

10/5

-

| -andJamie
Cullum
some
special guest Josh Ritter
His Grammy-nominated debut album ‘Twentysomething’ made

him a star in Britain selling upwards.of 2 million copies and
setting records as the fastest selling —_ ae » U.K. bona

Alter

Hail

10/31

both

Moscow Circus

the

By special arrangement with the Russian Ministry of

Culture, the famed Moscow Circus presents its thrilling
A Russian Winter's Tale.
(7pm)

sentence
Surgeons

_ Perhaps one of the most enigmatic, but undeniably greatest rock

_ visionaries of all time, Lou Reed has kept the attention of the

_ music world for over 40 years. From his time as principal lead
_ singer and songwriter of the legendary group Velvet Underground

to his recordings as a solo artist.
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the

production

and

distri-

bution but eventually narrowed
it to just distribution due to safety
concerns.
Over the course of the yearlong class, students traveled to

LT

Songs & Noise

Hawkins

medical cannabis. Alter wrote a
proposal originally focusing on

a

No. 9 in E minor, op. 95.

Connor

and offered funding for a film on

Sergei Prokofiev, Suite from Romeo and Juliet; Peter Ilyich
Tchaikovsky, Variations on a Rococo Theme, op. 33

(with Alisa Weilerstein); Antonin Dvorak, Symphony

after

the Humboldt Patients’ Resource
Center (a medicinal marijuana dispensary), and an HSU sociology alumnus, provided her
a grant to fund it. He had seen
her 1999 film “Shifting the Paradigm: From Control to Respect,’
documenting domestic violence,

Moscow State ™™
Symphony Orchestra

BEL

class proj-

ect by theater arts professor Ann

1 O/ 2 6

md 1/01

ling pharmaceutical industry that
quasi-legal cannabis has created
in California.
The film was directed and produced as an extended

Maya Angelou
Dr. Angelou captivates her audiences
lyrically with vigor, fire and perception.

ines the economics of the fledg-

VAS

Bay

Area,

Santa

Cruz

and

the East Coast interviewing various players in the issue, including
doctors, patients, dispensary employees and politicians. They plan
to eventually release a DVD version of the documentary and are
beginning to promote it through
submissions to film festivals and
television venues such as the Public Broadcasting Service.

staff, said that though

the film

does present evidence for the relative safety of the drug, it does not
take sides in the various debates
over its effectiveness as a treatment or its legal status.
“It's not that we're trying to
convince people of anything.
From the outset we decided not
to argue the merits as a medicine.
The point was to investigate this
law that was passed 10 years ago
and how it’s taken shape,” Spain
said, referring to the passage of
Proposition 215, which allowed
patients with a doctor's recommendation to possess and cultivate the drug for personal use.
While the creators were committed to objectivity, the film's
subjects present a strong argument for the continued availability of medicinal cannabis. Interviewed in the documentary are
several patients (victims of epilep
sy, cancer, AIDS and other condi
tions)

who

claim

that

cannabis

has turned their lives around, al
lowing them to live with their
diseases, and offering them relief
where conventional
medicines
could not.
A strong sense of community
has formed around many dispen
saries. At the Act Up Collective
and the Patient’s Cooperative in
San Francisco many people have
found camaraderie among their
fellow patients, many of them iso
lated from society by their diseas
es.
A free sneak preview of the
film will show at the Minor The
ater on Thursday, Oct. 5 at 6 p.m.
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. Working with the topic of can-

nabis posed several challenges to
the film crew. Many sources both
who did and did not appear in the
film were hesitant to reveal their
identities for fear of persecution.
“There are a lot of people in the
film who said ‘you can’t use my
face’ or ‘you can't use my voice,”
Alter said. “A lot of the dispensaries said ‘no, you can't come in

here’ or ‘you can come in but you
can't shoot anything or any people.” All of the people whose im-

hy
eg rol”

Check us out on Myspace:
homeoftheboilerroom
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- Steve pulls no punches and gives me
much hope...tif | were a rock star, |
_ would be Steve Earle.” Michael Moore

oo

=

oak

© “This is an artist you must listen to...

in.

and special guest Allison Moorer

ages do appear in the film gave
their consent.
Humboldt State senior Steve
Spain, a journalism and media
studies major with a film minor
and a member of The Lumberjack

eeoeoeened

Steve Earle1o/4,,

Whether you love it, hate it,
need it or avoid it, most people
have an opinion about marijuana.
A Humboldt State professor and
her class recently set out to get the
facts straight about how its distribution as a medicine has taken
shape in California.
“Dispensing Cannabis: A California Story” outlines the history, politics and current state of the
struggle over medicinal marijuana and the conflict between prohibitionist federal law and progressive state actions. It examines
cannabis dispensaries locally and
statewide, and addresses many of
the issues surrounding the controversial substance. It also exam-
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HSU students dig for discoveries

ee

At left:

f

Tami Wolski, Kristin

Steve
media

minor

f

erjack

;

Pitsenbarger, and Logan
Kelso excavate a village

site on San Nicolas
Island.

> film

“We seperate into

ae ea).

groups of two or three

;

es not

students, with one group
:
;

excavating while the

ebates
treat-

other group screens the
sand for artifacts,” said
Bartelle.
The island sun and
wind create an extreme
environment, so students
often work in shade hats

ing to
thing.
‘dot
icine.

fa thie

and sunglasses

rs ago

Spain

Below:

age of

Barney Bartelle screening

lowed

excavated soil for

ecom-

cultia

artifacts over a metal
ayire
In the image, Bartelle

ore
film's

windbreaker and goggles
to protect against summer

wears the orange

argurilabil-

winds that bring in heavy
fog, often for up to four

Interry are

hours.
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said he was first introduced to the is-

and

land as a student at Cal State Los An-

—noweth said.

dog

and

fox

burials,”

Vella-

geles. Vellanoweth began bringing
Bartelle said one area set off from
two vanloads of students to the island _ the other ancient sites appeared to be

The book “Island of the Blue
Dolphins” by Scott O’Dell may have

in 2003 when he started his own field

a living and production

of the

been mostly fiction but the people
that livedon San Nicolas Island
were a reality that HSU students
are unearthing in an Archaeology
project. During the summer
months of June and July, students
dig for relics and piece together
past societies as participants in the
archaeological field school located
off the Southern California coast.

1 The
san
7as°
464 .

Lying in the northwestern cornae bf the idand chain, San Nicolas
consists of rocky terrain and grasslands with little large foliage, arid and

school project to help students gain
hands-on experience in excavating
and cataloguing finds.
“We set out a one-square meter
plot and try to excavate that in 10
centimeters evenly while screening
and watching the change in the color
of the sand,” HSU social work graduate Barney Bartelle said.
Bartelle is currently taking cours¢S to meet his interest in ethno-history. He said the excavation process involves screening the sand for artifacts
With wooden or metallic screens and

the students found many fish hooks,
shell necklaces and the remains of
fish and other animals.
He said the project has traced
goods found on the island to southern Oregon, indicating a developed
trade route. The students found remnants of asphaltum, a form of oil that
bubbled up from the ocean floor. The
natives used this ‘glue’ to create watertight containers and boats.
He added that discovery of the
double-dog burial is unique to this
field study, the only instance of such

+
lective
ve An
- have
their
sags al
——

OT!

a

eek,

windswept compared to the neigh
boring islands in the archipelago. An
imal life is scarce as well, mostly con
sisting of lizards, birds, and marine
mammals like seals. But it is not the
ecology that draws HSU students to
study the island.

finished it is replaced to preserve the

noweth

is usually

with

one

tural history of the Native American

off,

archeological

site

that

brings

place

Its

It
road

during

where

the

everyoiis

students to the field school

archeology,

Anthropology Professor and de
partment chair René Vellanoweth,
who specializes in coastal archeology,

We

HSU

from. This work

an 8-hour

span

is this

artifacts

and location so that once the work is

afternoons

Nicoleno.

without

is bagged and labeled with its depth

three

as

__

land it was removed

sand

week

today

|

“We can teach archeology in the
class room, but you don’t know the
feeling of discovery until you actu
ally experience it yourself? Vella

Removed

takes

known

_
_

a ceremony found yet.

a set of brushes and trowels.

Of interest on San Nicolas are the
8,000 years of archeological and cul
people

_

area where

have

process, which
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three
day
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ology or to go into graduate school.”
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ment of beads, bowls, projectile
points, shell beads, fireplace hearths,

said. “It gives students some

marketable skills to get jobs in arche
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to the project
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With an E. coli outbreak connected to bagged
spinach may have had a negative impact on some
farmers, but not John Severn. Because of the recall,

demand for local spinach has exceeded his supply.
To date, 171 people have reported infections of
E.coli related to consuming tainted spinach from
Natural Selections Foods, in 25 states from California to Maine. It was on Friday the 22 that federal

health officials declared spinach from outside the Salinas Valley safe to eat, hoping to restore the spinach
market for the other half of spinach farmers in the
nation. Still, the Salinas Valley with its endless farm

fields awaits federal

clearance to begin
harvesting again.
Americans

sume

an

con-

average
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would be complicated for small farms.
Emily Creegan , an environmental science se-

nior at HSU, bought a mix of greens from Little River Farms at the Arcata Farmer’s Market. She said she

buys local when she has the option. Creegan also
said that the recent E. coli outbreak raised her desire
for increased community security.
“T feel like E. coli might be a repercussion of the
shipping process,“ Creegan said.
Bill Aspera, a local

on how dependent our area and whole country is on such a limited area of supply.”

local greens,” he said.

ae

“To bag spinach, the local farmer would need a
certified kitchen to work in,” she said, adding that it

“This FE. coli outbreak is shedding some light

of a little over two
pounds of spinach
per person, annually, based on a report
from the Delawarebased Produce Marketing Association. The produce
association estimates that over $50 million will be
lost for every month’s restriction on spinach sales.
John Severn operates Little River Farm in between Arcata and Eureka, selling fresh produce at
the Arcata Farmer's Market. Last Saturday he said
he was overwhelmed with requests to supply spinach to locals.
Severn became a local farmer to earn money in
an honorable way and learn how to grow his own
food. He said with bacteria like E. coli constantly
threatening the national food supply, it is important
to have alternate food sources. He added that local
sustainability creates independence.
“A lot of people have said, “Thank God we have

Areata ¥
825.9300 |

for some shoppers.

“This E. coli outbreak is shedding some light on
how dependent our area and whole country is on
such a limited area of supply,” Severn said.
“Basically it’s crazy to be reliant on one location
because it leaves us at the mercy of such disaster.”
Severn said he was one of only a few farmers
in the area delivering anything fresh following the
storms over New Year's last winter.
He said each farm runs like a business, and only
produces what the farmer expects will sell. With this
constraint, less food is grown than we need.
For example, when Severn overproduced spinach in the past, he let it go at a discount to move the
perishable good and lost profits. He said he never
stores cut spinach for more than one day.
“No local grower can instantly grow more spinach,” he said. He added that despite sevéral desperate
calls from local stores, he has to turn away the poten
tial business due to a lack of spinach. While he would
like to grow more spinach consistently, he said con
sumers will likely forget about local security and go
back to cheaper, mass produced spinach soon.
Little River Farms fills a regular order for the
North Coast Co-op grocery stores, and said they
truly care about carrying local products and provid
ing farmers with fair pay.
Megan Blodgett, assistant merchandise mranager
at the North Coast Co-Op and produce-purchasing
coordinator, said all their local spinach comes from
Little River Farm. Her stores usually carry some
bagged spinach from big farms out of the area. She

said there is a high demand for bagged greens, per
haps because the prepackaging means convenience

t™ hand who works

odd jobs, said farmers

work in manure daily and

the

vegetables

touch the manure-rich
soil. He said that E. coli
John Severn
manager, Little River Farm

jis

a

rather

bacterium

common
in

manure,

so farms make sure to
thoroughly wash off the veggies. The corporate-style
production has more of a chance for flaws, he said.
Aspera, a vegetarian, said he noticed the far reach
of the recent outbreak when spinach dishes were
pulled from the menu at several local restaurants
like Arcata Pizza and Deli. He has a personal garden
in his backyard where he said he will get his spinach
in the weeks to come. “I know where my spinach has
been,” he said.
Federal health officials pointed out that great
amounts of spinach are consumed from the Salinas
Valley without any illness.
Jerry Gillespie, director of the Western Institute
of Food Science and Security at U.C. Davis, said,” So
much spinach is grown there, there is a higher prob
ability some outbreak may happen.”
He added that there is no evidence indicating
local produce is more or less safe, although in this
case the federal health officials have said that locally
farmed produce is acceptable.
“Unlike other bacteria, this strain is potent
enough that it only takes a few bacteria to cause
health problems,” Gillespie said. He explained that
the bacteria’s danger in small numbers makes it more
difficult to catch among acres of farmland.
Gillespie said that the tracking systems for pack
aged greens are incomplete, and said a new system
would help in recalls of future outbreaks. He cited
the strawberry industry as a successful example of
using electronic bar code systems, and said some
thing similar is getting considered for the greens.
With strawberries, bar codes trace produce back
to the very row it was picked from as well as who
picked the produce.
This technology combined with the officials’ cur
rent technique of matching the genetic fingerprint of
E. coli with the organism causing disease in humans
may provide more exact findings, Gillespie said.
Gillespie said there are still many questions to
answer, such as why the outbreak is only associated
with bagged or boxed spinach and where the initial
outbreak occurred.
“There is nothing people can do in the kitchen to
remove E. coli from fresh greens,” he said. He and
other food safety experts said that habitual wash

ing of all the produce consumed helps, and cooking
the spinach will wipe out any bacteria as well. And
if the local supply runs out, there is always Popeye's
method of eating spinach canned.

so

C2EPAINE star

Spinach vs. the E. coli monster
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continued from page 25
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Anthropology senior Amira Ainis works in the on-campus
sorting through material brought back from San Nicolas.
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also has a good reputation, which
helps you when you're looking for
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the job,” she added.
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Bartelle said that it’s an inter
esting place because it marks the
beginning of a historical period
with little documentation
“We're
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San Nicolas.

Kendig said he likes that fieldwork on the islands doesn't end
when he leaves, as some bags of
material are brought to the labs at

of the project was the active expe

rience of archeological work and

genocide

not just learning it in a classroom.
“T feel I learned more in those

these
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Europeans), he added.
Kendig said that through the
field project he and other students
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sand years makes you respect
them more,’ Ainis said. “Also, the
isolation of the island can change
your view of the world from how
they managed their resources and
didn't deplete them like we have
depleted ours on the mainland.”
San Nicolas is one of two Channel Islands the U.S. Navy owns,
and the Navy opens their facili
ties to provide the housing and
food for the students during their
stay. Bartelle said, “Sometimes the

stroy artifacts, which allows us to
find something new almost every
Vellanoweth

|
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Lumberjack Editorial

“They work for all of us”

Our government has confirmed we are in more danger of terrorist attacks and radical Islamis more powerful in the Middle East
than before 9/11. However, the release of this news made less of an
impact on society than the last episode of American Idol. Our generation looks as if it will inherit a world on the brink of collapse, as
political, environmental and economic issues drive more people to
hostility or apathy.
The mounting death toll in Iraq, the resurgence of Taliban forces in
Afghanistan, the defiance of Iran and North Korea with their nuclear
programs, the expanding power of China, and the slow deterioration
of American armed forces in the Middle East are placing an increasing
threat on our way of life. And what have the citizens of America done to
address these obvious threats to their security?
Some hold signs and block off major intersections, some join the
military, some ignore it all, and still others sit at computers, writing
editorials that list all the things wrong with the world hoping someone will read it and make a difference. But what has this all amounted
to? We still consume at an unfathomable rate, and the shady actions
by our government that fuel anti-American sentiment all over the
world continue unabated.

Meanwhile in America, most people shrug off the exploding gas
prices and turn away from the stories of civil war on the streets of
Baghdad. They favor T'V, video games, and junk food to political activism or current affairs. What's our excuse?
!
Maybe this is how it should be. Maybe the world is not as hopeless
as the media makes it out to be, and we shouldn't always worry about
what our elected representatives are doing. Maybe Americans are just
OK with their leaders being caught lying about CIA information, start-

ing wars based on that false information that kill 100 civilians a day, and
detaining an innocent Canadian software engineer and sending him to
Syria for torture.

We've got some big choices to make in the near future. If we allow the
current administration to stay in power, there's a chance it could bring
about a clash of civilizations that would make Bin Laden envious.
If we continue our lifestyle of excessive driving, eating and con| suming, there will always be great resentment from those we exploit for our luxuries. Meaning there will always be those willing to
commit “terrorist” acts, meaning this War On Terror reaily has no

Dear Editor,
My husband and I are newlyweds and first-time homeowners. We both have full-time jobs
and contribute to the local and
statewide economy. My husband

and responsibilities what they

They work behind the scenes

are worth so that they too, do not
leave?
The current unions are in ne-

grounds-keepers, accountants, li-

as computer technicians, janitors,
brarians, in the student affairs of-

fice and office staff in other areas.
Schools would not run without
these people.

State University and as a two-

gotiations with the CSU Chancellor’s office as we speak. The
Chancellor's office is offering a
3 percent increase every year

time graduate of Humboldt State,
he was proud to be employed by
them. He enjoyed his job and at-

for the next three years. Howeyer, the rural health stipend will
be coming out of that increase

would greatly miss his email if for

tacked new challenges with vigor.

(something

Oh, how things change.
He still loves his job, and he
still enjoys new challenges and
learning new things.
However, he has taken on so
many new jobs and responsibilities as people leave and are not
replaced. He is more than qualified in his field and is quickly becoming qualified in other fields
as well.

ceive), and the 1 percent SSI increase will also come out of that 3
percent increase that they think is

works for the California State
University System at Humboldt

There is a staff and budget
shortage at Humboldt State. Because of these two things, people are
overworked, underpaid and harbor
thoughts of leaving for greener pastures. I understand that the school
cannot afford to hire new people as
often as they would like or even as
often as they need to. But would it
not be cost effective to pay the people who stay to take on more tasks
||

that

we

already

re-

so generous.
The projectea cost of living increase is 4 percent per year. The
new salary increase the Chancellor’s office is proposing won't

even cover inflation! Does anyone else see anything wrong with
these figures?
I have heard that some people
are saying, “Staff doesn’t know
how good they have it.” Would
these same people like to be looking into the face of higher living
expenses with pay that doesn't
come close to covering them?
These men and women work
hard for this school. As employees of the state they work for all

I am sure President Richmond
some

reason

it was

not running

because there was no one to work
on the system. Or if the grounds
were overgrown without the constant work of grounds-keepers.
These people are not expendable!
They should be paid what they
are worth and treated with respect. The offer on the table at the
Chancellor's office is disrespectful and disgraceful! We as concerned citizens, spouses and family need to voice our concern and
anger over how our state is treating our employees!

Sarah Hardin
McKinleyville
norcal212@yahoo.com

of us.
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Statement of Policy

end in sight.
It will be up to the next generation

(that’s us 18-30-year-olds)

How to reach the Forum section

to

mend relationships with world leaders. We must to find ways to curb our
insatiable appetite for natural resourses and practice foreign policies that
don't drive individuals to suicide bombings and other Western nations
to constantly question our integrity as a society. Like the Cold War, we
have to learn to avoid the worst case scenario.
We can start repairing American integrity this next election, if enough

concerned citizens bother to vote. Shifting control of Congress could
have a dramatic impact on the Iraq war, and prove to the world that
Americans are capable of taking control of their country if their leader-

ship fails them. Unless, of course you consider Bush a successful leader.
Or maybe this election will reaffirm that Americans are fine with

how their’country is impacting the rest of the world, or more likeley,
don't really know or care. No matter what the results of this election , this
War on Terror is probably going to continue until a great national uprising
materializes, or Iran and other forces hit us so hard that our armed forces
are forced out of the reigon.
With all this going on, most of us are too busy with school, work and
life in general to even worry about international politics and elections.
However, all that we are working for would be lost if the apathy of our
population and shortcomings of our government allow our adversaries
| to complete their mission of bringing our country down. Our actions
since 9/11 have only made that more likely, and even our government
can't lie about that anymore.

-The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or guest cartoons.
-Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words and guest columns no more
than 750 words.

-Letters and guest columns will be edited for grammar and spelling.
-Letters and guest columns must be received by 5 p.m. Friday for next issue consideration.

-Letters from the same author will only be published every 30 days.
-Letters and guest columns must include the writers name, city of residence and phone

number. Also include major and year in school if a student.
-Letters can be e-mailed (preferred), faxed, snail-mailed or directly brought in to The
Lumberjack.
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu
Fax: 826-5921
Address: The Lumberjack
Nelson Hall East Room 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521

THEJACK.HUMBOLDT.ORG

[FORUM]

they feel are most important. Send them in to
thejack@humboldt.edu., or snail-mail to The
Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East Room #6,

Humboldt State University,
Arcata, CA, 95521.
Please make your submissions between 350-750 words.

IR

With local and national elections approaching,
we at the Lumberjack are encouraging community members to submit columns on issues
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Response to allegations of racism in

is flawed

the Associated Students
Steven E. Schonfeld

yf-
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Guest Columnist
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the report only lists contaminants
The supporters of Measure W
would have you believe that fluoridation of Arcata’s water supply
can result in the addition of arsenic to our water. The fact that
there is absolutely no evidence
for this assertion doesn't seem to
bother them at all.
Of course it is very easy to
make assertions if you do not
have to back them up with facts,
or if you can only back them up
with references to hysterical antifluoridation web sites that dont
have any facts to back up their assertions either.
Here are the facts:
The city of Arcata is required to
test our water for a wide number
of contaminants, and to publish
an annual report. The city’s report

that are present

in amounts

that

can be detected with highly sensitive lab equipment. Amounts
of any substances that might (or
might not) be present at levels

less than the detection limit are
not dangerous.
They also say the bulk of sodium fluoride used to add fluoride
to Arcata’s water is contaminated with arsenic, but again, offer nothing to back up that statement.

According

to

Thomas

The fact that there is

G.

ab-

solutely no evidence for
this assertion doesn’t seem
to bothe: them at all.

can be found at www.arcatacity-

hall.org/pdf%20forms/2005
CCRfinal. pdf.
If you

look

at the

report,

you

wont find arsenic listed (or any of
the other poisons that the anti-fluoridationists
may mention), because

Reeves,

P.E., who

is the National

for Disease Control and Prevention, there is generally no detectable amount of arsenic in sodium
fluoride nor in another chemical
(sodium

lowed me to read the various let-

ters calling the student body to
action regarding “racism” in the
student council.
I put racism

be-

cause at this time I am confused
and concerned as to why such a
strong and serious word is being
used.

It is a very damaging accusation to bring against people who
have worked so hard to obtain

nic in our water.

determination to stamp it out, I
implore you to take a closer look at
what you yourselves have reported
as happening.

HSU students and faculty are
urged to go to the original sources for facts. If you look at a web
site, you need to research the
that

are

tional Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and the Centers

You can go to www.keepfluoride.org. which will direct you to
literature

being

or

made

systematic

reviews of the literature done by
impartial scientists, and also debunks a lot of the other unfounded claims made by anti-fluoridationists.

a position that requires them to
think of the student body as a

whole, who obviously must care
very deeply about doing what is
best for students they represent.

Although I applaud your vehement objection to racism and your

A student applied for a position,
and for reasons you have felt the student body does not need to know, she
was denied that position.
You did, however, find it appropriate to use such terms as “belittle,
berate and bastardize;’ and although
ladmirethe — clever alliteration
and literary style of your accusations,

do you actually realize what you are
claiming our elected representatives

did?

election?

Steven E. Schonfeld, DDS,
Ph.D.

Your Voice has Power Use it!
Visit our club website at

.edu/

Bayside

oice

Laura Salerno
VOX: Voices for
Planned Parenthood

Editor’s note: This proposition

(85) amends the Califor-

nia Constitution to require, with certain exceptions, a physi-

cian (or his or her representative) to notify the parent or legal
guardian of a pregnant minor at least 48 hours before performing an abortion involving that minor. (This measure does not
require a physician or a minor to obtain the consent of a parent or guardian.) This measure applies only to cases involving an

Former Chairman,
Microbiology/Immunology
and Periodontology,
University Southern California
School of Dentistry

into an unwanted position. I ask,
how can she be pushed? It can be
offered and she can refuse, that is
her right.
If she was indeed being
“pushed” as you say, it seems
that someone wanted her to be a
part of your team so badly that

in quotes

for fluoridation, but that chemical
adds 0.5 parts of arsenic per billion parts of water, an amount
considered to be harmless.
In any case that chemical is
not used in Arcata’s water supply
and the city’s water quality tests
cannot find even a trace of arse-

Fluoridation Engineer at the Na-

Why wasn't Prop 85. in the Sept. 20th editorial about the

“unemancipated” minor.

for

statements
on it.

Left one out...

tp://

used

(fluorosilicic acid) that can be used

original

upcoming

fluorosilicate)

water fluoridation. See www.cdphe.state.co.us/pp/oralhealth/
fluoridation.
There are sometimes trace
amounts of fluoride which can
be found in yet another chemical

Associated Students,
I was glad to have found myself on a mailing list that
_—_al-

Did they actually confront
the student and hurl insults at
her? Or say that she was unqualified for the position because of
her race?
Were these things actually
done? If so, then as a student of
this university I am appalled at
your admitted silence.
But if instead, as I believe is
closer to the truth, these very
serious accusations of berating
and bastardization (which I really hope you understand means
to be lowered in worth as a result
of hybridization) are being used

to embellish a personal agenda
as the result of a failure to coime
to an agreement.

In your own words, you say that

this person was being “pushed”

they were willing to create a position for her based on her qualifications that’s not racism that is
good politics.
>I emphasize this point because, after reading the various
letters you have written, I have
come to the conclusion that because things did not go the way
someone wanted, a lot of time is
being wasted in pointing fingers
and trying to lay blame, when

it is the duty of Associated Students to be working for the student body as a whole.

I sincerely hope that the rest
of the students’ problems are not
being ignored while you bicker
amongst yourselves.
The whole idea is unification
through diversification, and it
sounds like the Associated Students are letting it rip them apart
when they should be working
together.
Thank you for your time, but
I hesitate to use my name here
for fear of being called a racist
myself, even though you have
no idea what my race or sex or
background is.

I am sure you all agree no
matter who

you are, we know

from present experience that it is

a dark, dark day when the voters
fear their elected officials.
a

ty

A concerned
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2'7 Wednesday

$0

Theater. “Journeys Before

Waking,” see Wed. listing.

CCAT Presents. Attend a

green building workshop, diesel

Theater. The North Coast
Repertory Theatre presents “The

and alternative fuel discussion
and more in Jenkins House 99,

Ladies of the Camellias, a hilarious farce about an imagined

HSU, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. Free. ~

Founders Hall, HSU. 10 a.m. -

meeting in 1897 Paris between
famous theater divas, 300 5th

HSU Club. Students For
Community Food meets in
Nelson Hall East, Room 106,
HSU. 4 p.m. Contact Student_

Street, Eureka. 8 p.m. $12 general, $10 students and seniors.
Thrifty Thursdays- second ticket
1/2 off. Contact 442-NCRT.

CommunityFood@yahoo.com.
Theater. “Journeys Before
Waking?” is a collaboration of
dance, photography, poetry and
music presented by the HSU De-

Theater. The Ferndale Repertory Theatre presents “The Mystery of Irma Vep.” A werewolf, a
vampire and an Egyptian mummy star in a spoof on 50’s horror
films. 447 Main Street, Ferndale,
8 p.m. $12, $10 students/seniors.
Contact 786-5480.

partments of Theater, Dance and
Film, in Gist Theatre, HSU. 7:30

p-m., $10 general, $8 senior. Free
student tickets at the University
Ticket Office.

29

Dance. Girls Night Out
Lounge, 507 2nd Street, Eureka.

Contact 826-2359.

outdoor amphitheater, corner
of E and 3rd Streets, Old Town

Art Show. First monthly
Greater Trinidad Art Tour opening at the Westhaven Center for
the Arts. Tour galleries and busi-

Friday

28

tive plants and animals. Meet
at the Ma-le’l Dunes south entrance parking area. From Samoa
Boulevard in Manila, turn onto

Thursday

Free.

Y/

Theater. “Journeys Before

Live Music. Buju Banton per-

CCAT Presents. Screening

Waking,” see Wed. listing.

forms at the Mateel Commu-

of “The Oil Factor,” and discussion in Jenkins House 99, HSU,
3 - 9 p.m. Free. Contact 826-

nity Center, Redway. Doors 9
p.m. $30, tickets at The Works,
‘The Metro and Peoples Records.

3351,

Theater. The North Coast

<—

TOYOTA

<>

Arcata
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* Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups
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Live Music. Taarka performs
at Muddy Waters, 1603 G Street,
Arcata. 7 p.m. Tickets at the

door. All Ages. Hear their music
on the web at http://psduo.taarka.com.
Open Mic. Big Pete's Pizzeria invites performers, 1504 G
Street, Arcata. 7 - 10 p.m.
Dance. Hip Hop at Humbrews, 856
Contact

10th Street, Arcata.

826-2739.

Calendar Girl's Choice*
Buju Banton

HHH

Theater. The North Coast
Repertory Theatre presents “The
Ladies of the Camellias.” See
Thursday’s listing.
Theater. “Journeys Before
Waking,” 2 p.m. See Wed. list

On? Send your events
to the

calendar girl:

thejack@humboldt.
edu.

AN

INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORE
FOR INDEPENDENT MINDS

Bena),
957

H STREET ARCATA

=a

REOWOOD

AUTOMOTIVE'S

ek

Reggae Jam

- See Friday’s listing!

« Engine Overhauls

822 -3770
er

Free and open to the public.

NVSSIN=

* Clutches

a39000—-

</JEEP

* Cooling Systems

ue

in the industry. 6 - 8 p.m. Sci-

& estimate}

* Electrical Repairs

oie

regulations of starting a business

NORTHTOWN BOOKS

(free inspection

OTIVE

T

Economic Fuel. Attend StartUp Basics, an introduction to the

Know What's Goin’

SUBARU

* Brakes

AUTOM

SIS.

Repertory Theatre proudly presents “The Ladies of the Camellias.” See Thursday’s listing.

Contact 923-4599.
DATSUN

River Slough Bridge. 2 -4:30
p.m. Free. Contact 444-1397.

ucation at the Arcata Coop, 8th
and I Streets, Arcata. 3 - 5 p.m.,

Free.

Nutrition. Dietitian Beth
Schatzman teaches nutrition ed-

Theater. “Journeys Before
Waking,” see Wed. listing.

Young Lane, just south of Mad

Tour and Tasting. The Sec
ond Annual Farm Tour and
Tasting offers food, wine, live
music and a self-guided tour of
five farms. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m., $10.
Tickets at Arcata Coop, Farm
ers Markets and www.humfarm.
org. Under 12 free. Contact 444

sula Drive. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Contact (707) 444-1397.

ka. 10 p.m. $2. Contact www.

Guided Walk. Join Friends of
the Dunes and learn about na-

2758.

a walk on marine ecosystems
and beach wash-ups at Manila Dunes. Meet at the Manila
Community Center, 1611 Penin-

Ladies of the Camellias.” See
Thursday's listing.

snacks. 1 — 6 p.m., guide maps in
all venues.

binoculars. Free. Contact 826-

Beach Wash-Ups guided
walk. Biologist Milt Boyd leads

O03

ence Building B, room 135, HSU.

nesses for art, music, wine and

Field trip
Marsh and
meet at the
lot (foot of |

Repertory Theatre presents “The

theredfoxtavern.com.

Contact 826-2739.

Flint perform at the “Old Town
Fall Concert Series.” Clark Plaza

Bird Watching.
through the Arcata
Wildlife Sanctuary,
Klopp Lake parking

Theater. The North Coast

Tavern 415 5th Street, Eure=

writers, poets and artists. Contact hsutoyon@hotmail.com.

walk focusing on the city’s renowned marsh system. 2 p.m.

Contact humboldtmusic.com.

No cover. Contact 444-2017.

Dance. “Purple,” with J-Sun
and Dub Cowboy. Red Fox

Dance. MC Chris at Humbrews, 856 10th Street, Arcata.

Live Music. Don’s Neighbors,
Dawn Davinci and Huckleberry

English Studies Conference.

with DJ Nick Dean at the Pearl

Toyon Deadline. HSU Eng-

O2 Monday

lish Dept’s pulication invites

Guided Walk. Meet at the
Marsh Interpretive Center on
South G Street for a 90-minute

Eureka, 1 — 5 p.m. Free, all-ages.

Teachers, activists and students
are invited for workshops, symposia, lectures and readings in
Founders Hall, HSU. 3 - 7:30
p.m. Contact www.humboldt.
edu/~rwp.

826-2739.

Sunday

6:30 p.m. Contact www.humboldt.edu/~rwp.

Street) in Arcata, 8:30 a.m. Bring

Live Music. Blue Turtle Seduction performs tribal funkgrass at Humbrews, 856 10th
Street, Arcata. 9 p.m. Contact

O1

Saturday

English Studies Conference.
Teachers, activists, and students
are invited for workshops, symposia, lectures and readings in

quality

ee ee ee

friendly

service

PHONE: 707-822-2834Fax:

707-822-0601

E-Mail: info@northtownbooks.com

LASSIFIED

31

your campus student union consisting of the HSU Bookstore,

HSU Dining Services, CenterArts, Center Activities, and the
Student Recreation Center. Represent student interests by providing oversight on the UC’s policies,
programs, services, goals, and

long-term

planning.

information

For

more

or to request an ap-

East for September through November. Call 822-1758 for more
information. Marijuana anonymous meets every Wednesday
night 7-8pm in HSU Annex room
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- Come join all the fun and support
;
the HSU Lumberjacks!
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NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS FOR MEETING INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 4448645
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Friday - September 29, 2006
: 8:00am - 5:00pm

Invite Your Guest(s) to Class * Campus

Bauer, etc. Pants,
over-alls, jackets.

Kids, maternity, adult, most siz-

es, many colors. St. Vincent de
Paul Thrift Store, 528 2nd St.,
Old Town Eureka. Open Monday through Saturday, 10 am till

822- 9171.

10:00am

Campus Tour * Lobby, Student and Business Services Building

@

= CARE.

and stress
imbalancand Lorna
St., Arcata.

©

CHIROPRACTIC

Relief for sports, auto.
related
injuries and
es. Jan Dooley, D.C.
Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth

6

Levi

: 11:15am

Housing Tour * Housing Office, Jolly Giant Commons (second floor)

. 12:00pm-5:00pm

Family Weekend Check-In* Karshner Lounge, University Center

6

Strauss, Eddie
shorts, skirts,

Wrangler,

28'S

501’s

GENTLE HOLISTIC

All

6S

$4.99/pair.

JEANS!

12:00pm-2:30pm

5 pm.

Spirit Fair * University Genter Quad
Campus Tour * Lobby, Student and Business Services Building

;* 3:15pm

Housing Tour * Housing Office, Jolly Giant Commons (second floor)

4:30pm-5:30pm

Opening Reception * Karshner Lounge, University Center

.

Saturday - September 30, 2006

.
.
+

e

Farmer’s Market * Arcata Plaza

12:00pm

Campus & Housing Tour * Lobby, Student and Business Services Building

4:00pm-5:30pm

Lumberjack Barbecue * University Center Quad ($)

6
OS

.
.

°
.
.

FROM

STANTON'S

.

RESTAURANT

CA$H

bee
All ages welcome! S
Year-round classes
in clay and glacs
gallery, gift certificates,
ae
studio
he @ available

FAST!
EASY!
PERSONAL &
TAX REFUND
CHECKS

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

.

8:00pm

HSU Symphonic Band and Jazz Orchestra * Fulkerson Recital Hall

.

°

Sunday - October 1, 2006

a
*
.

.

8:00am-1:00pm

Brunch * The “J”, Jolly Giant Commons (third floor)($)

9:00am-10:00am

Parent Network Meeting * Aquarium, Jolly Giant Commons (third floor)

.
.

All other types too!

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 + Saturday 10-3

.

.

OK!

Orlandi Valuta Services

Homecoming Gamews. Southern Oregon * Redwood Bowl

.
©

6

ACROSS

eA ARYA eae =
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Fire Aris Center
520 South G Street
Arcata, CA 95521

.
.

e
.
a
.
.

e
e
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aS

10;00am-1:00pm

.
.

826-0518 * Www.ecWr.org

Benefit Breakfast for Toys for Tots * Jenkins Hall ($)

.
.

Wednesdays at 6:30 - 8:00 pm and Monthly socials

8:30am-11:30am

6:

.

OE

e

a

.

6

Come join the Humboldt Chapter
for Bible study on

eS)

Take Your Guest(s) to Dinner * Local Restaurants

Oe

6:00pm-8:00pm

66.

.

2.2

With Reconciliation

;

- NHE 206
- Brought to you by the officeof Student Lite - ( 707)826-3504

- www. humboldt.edu/homecoming/index.php
($) Students will need to pay for these events - Cash, J Points, C Points, and Credit Cards will be accepted

6

Evangelicals Concerned

ee

ee

Creating Safe Places
for GLBT Christians

ee.

6.

6:

SS

2

©

; 2:00pm

6

JEANS!

6S

JEANS!

2

4

plication, call 826-4878, or email
<lcr7001@humboldt.edu>.
Application deadline is Thursday,
October 5, 2006.

HSU AA MEETINGS are temporarily moving to Nelson Hall

.
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88
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& H Arcata 822-1307

.
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Ose

members. Gain valuable skills
directing a non-profit organization. The University Center is

lection, open daily. Corner of 10th

e

8866'S

0

openings for two student board

®

e

9-0-0668

Pet

BOOKS, including TEXTBOOKS
for cash or trade credit. Huge se-

9:40!

2

NEEDED.
University
Board of Directors has

*
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